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Turn the paper over and 
· - read the sports section to 
catch this week's Morn-
j.ng Line's ·new face, and 
read about the field hock-
ey victory. See page 28. 
.• I • • 'r 
There was a third case of sexual assault in the UNH ~ire~ iii 
. theJir~h wo weeks of school. :Pictured here is a p~iice c~mposite , 
·of a suspect. _ ~ · 
:,.-~ l)Nft';•:;· to Share 
Londo11 campus 
By Marla G. Smith , gram up to 30 students, includ-
T he University of New ing some from otherAmerican 
Hampshire will soon rub elbows universities, will be admitted. ,,· 
'with England's royal family. . Palmer hopes the program will 
A full-time academic year _ eventually-include 150 students. 
_ program in ·London, offering To qualify for admiss_ion, 
courses in 'history, art, business, students must have at least a 
science and British literature 2.5 grade point average. Tuition 
wiI-1 be an option for UNH and room and board fees are 
students. estimated at $4,,450 for in-state 
Located within Regent's Col- students of the state's university 
lege, a campus owned by Eng- system, and $5,450 for out-of-
, land's royal family.., the program state students. · 
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Third att.aC:ker strikes 
• • ' • I 
By David Olson 
For the third time since the 
beginning of the semester, a ; 
woman has been sexually as-
sau1ted 'in broad daylight in the 
UNH area, according to campus 
· and local police. , 
. · The third.woman was assault~ 
ed pff-cam pus on Sept. 6, the 
same day as the ·second attack. 
According to Detee•tive Sgt. 
Michael Golding of the Durham 
Po-lice Department, the attack 
·occutred at ·about 12:45. p.m. 
. behind the Oyster River Middle 
School · 
The 21-year-old woman ahd 
a friend were sunbathing behind 
the sdwol when the attacker 
· allegedly approached rh,em ~u1d 
grabbed one woman:s.;;.breast. 
He then ran off in the direction 
-of the school. _ . ., . /: 
,_ The· third man was described 
is be_ing.between 18 and 21 years 
old, wi.t9 stra'\7b,erry-blqnd httir, 
ofme-ctium build and height,-ahd 
of fair complexion. He was · and 19 years 0ld_J1.nd of mediu~_ 
wearing a red golf-shirt and new .build and heJght. H~ also had 
blue jeans:...- · blond hair, the victim said. 
. Golding said the ~oman may _ The second assault happened 
be a UNH student, but that this · four days later on Sept. 6 at 
could not be rnnfir:med. 12:45 p.m. near Horton Social 
"She lives at an address near . 'Sci-ence Center. The assailant 
· campus, and her ho·-t,ne address followed the victim through the 
is located a long distance away , rav_ine and 'up the steps behind 
from here, so there ,is a possi- · Hortqn. The man circled around 
bility," he said. _. the -woman, grabbed her breast> 
_ Golding decli~ed tq comment and the'ri ran off, waving his 
on the theory that the three arms in the air: ' . ' 
attacks were related. · _ 'the second assailant was_. of 
The first attack occurred Sept. · · i:nedforp ·height and · build, with 
2 at 1 :20 p.m. in the ravine wiry blond .hair. The man had 
behind the Memorial Union--· , possible acne scars and a very 
Building. '''The victim was walk- light complexion. He. also wore 
ing towards the MUB and had glasses with a gold rim on the 
just passed the bridge when a top. · 
man assaulted her.," sai_8. Sgt. · Go~ding declined to coinll)ent -
-J:?·a:uL,Kopreski: of UNH J:>ub!k ., _ 9.11 the ··tpeQ_ry that the tryree .. 
"Safei>y .. , :.c-.,; 0 Y·· ""-" '-, ,:c" J at-tacker.s\:ouldbe the·same man. · 
The ,ma,n approached- her, • Jie saicl the Durhaµ1 police force . 
grabbed her breast and ran off. w;as. cooperating with UNH 
The first victim described.her Publj.c Safety in the investiga-
• ada,c'ke-r"as beingJJefvve,e·rt_ 18 dQl} of all three incidents . 
is expected to begin next Sep- The st'udent body consists of 
tember for sophomores, juniors Br-itons, Americans and Euro-
and seniors. peans. The campus offers its 
Delta Chi fraternity members before this_ week's dry rush. (Ronit Larone photo) 
• , 1 
Regent's College is a fully- own dining hall, theatre, bank-
accredited, liberal arts school ing servjces, library, art gallery, --
set in 487-acre Regent's Park. playing fields and pub. The 
The college is a 15 minute walk British Museum-, Westminster 
from the heart of London. Abbey and Pic~dilly Circus lie 
'
1
'It's one of the most beautiful · within a mile of the campus. 
parks-·in the world, renowned "Students will be able to visit 
for its ·favish gardens and small - · Stonehenge and Stratford," said 
lake:" says Stuart Palmer, dean Palmer. "They'll also be able 
··Fraternities .rush dry 
of liberal arts. "Jn ten years I to take internships at the Lon-
predict the program will ·be one · don Theatre or study at the 
of the University's most valu- Royal Academy of Music." 
able opportunities." The campus is operated by 
Robert flapgood, .who has Rockford College in Illinois. 
;directed the University's Twelve courses will be.offered 
summer program at Carnbridge each semester. Half ·of the 
University, will serve as director courses will be taught by UNH 
of the London program. profes~ors and. half by Rockford 
"I think it's an exciting op- . College professors. Rockford 
portunity for UNH faculty and . College was included in a 1985 
students," said Hapgood, an book, The Best Buys in· College 
English professor. _____ . Education. 
In the first year of the pro-
By Ne_d Woody 
The University of New 
Hampshire's fraternal organ-
izations sponsored an lnterfra-
ternity Council Rush' which took 
place Monday; Tuesday, and 
Wednesday of this week. All 14 
fraternities participated 1n the 
rush events, which started at · 
8 p.m. and lasted for two hours. 
These rushes are designed to 
eriable possible members to find 
out more. about the fraternal 
system. In addition, present 
members c;an be introduced to 
those interested in joining, _ 
All fraternities desiring to 
gain new pledges must par.tic-
ipate in the first week rush. 
These events are known as open 
rushes, meaning that anyone 
who wis·hcs to find out more 
about a fraternity can go. Here, 
people are encouraged to- meet 
·others· and get to know what the 
fraternity that interests them· 
i~·all about. _ · 
Pat Murray, president of the 
UNH chapter of Kappa Sigma 
points out that ~'Rush isn't an 
~' C / I ; , I t ~ ...... ~ . ., \; ........ · -·- -· -; ___ .. _ __ :_ .. - -
, interview process. It's an op-
portunity for potential members 
to meet the brothers, and for 
the brothers to ineet them." 
There will be additional open , 
·rushes for anyone who was 
unable to a tterid previe>us 
events, or for those who w~re 
pleased with what they fourid 
out and want to pursue mem-
bership. 1~.Jl open rushes must 
be "dry.'.' Jim Egan, rush chair-
man for Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike) 
RUSH, ,page 25 
\ . 
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Dr. Powell lives 
' . ' 
and links in dorm 
By Marla G. Smith by being here every day .. I 
Dr. Lqu Powell's most trau:.. couldn't do my job if I was off 
matic experience on campus was campus," she said. · 
learning to bus her tray at Powell's secorid goal is to 
Philbrook dining haU: institute student/faculty pro-
Like many students, she was grams ..... According to Anne Law-
. not ecstatic when she had to ing, assistant director ,of resi-
evacuate Hitchcock Hall early dential life, "One of the most 
one morning due to a fire alarm. successful p-rog-rams last year 
Powell is the only. faculty was the Conversatioq Series 
member in a residence hall at · between students and fii'culty." . 
the University of New Hamp- Lawing, along_with Arine MiUer, 
shire. Besides living in Hitch- . also an -assistant director of 
cock, she is an assistant ·profes- residential life, is. responsible 
sor in the department of Leisure fot the creatiort and continua-
Management and Tourism. tion of the faculty--member:..in-
. 'Tm not used to standing in residence program. 
lines," said Powell, smiling, Powell plans to do a similar . 
"especia>lly whe·n I had to get program this year, bringing ·o L p · · · · 
my picture taken for my I.D." _ faculty members, inviting stu- . r. · ou owell is currently the only faculty member living in a· residence halLfor students 
· The faculty member-in- cfe~ts and enriching both. (Stu Evans photo) · . . • · . · -. · _. · .c-:'· 
residence program, an idea of This is Powell's sixth year at 
J. Gregg Sanborn, Dean of UNH. Although she is single 
Students, is in its second yea£. and has a home in Straford, 
According to Powell; it is de- N.H., she decided to dedicate 
signed to ''narrow that gap nine months to this unique 
between faculty and students." program. . . 
Powell spent nine yeafs in . So far, Powell's jnteraction 
college .. However, thi'ngs were ·has been primarily with hall 
different in the 60's,·_she recalls directors and resident assistants. 
of her. student days. The faculty Now she plans to channel her 
needs to be reminded of who energy towards the students. 
a student is, and what they stand 
for, .she said. Poy.rell plans to 
· be the link between student and 
· faculty issues, concerns and 
perspectives. 
Powell has two goals for the 
fall semester. First, to "nuture 
pos,itive interaction between 
faculty and s~udeni:s." . . 
"The first few. weeks ar.e ·an 
orientation to m~;" said Pow1ell. 
'Tm starting to remember 
how group oriented college life 
was," said Powell. She admits 
that she and the students will 
have to meet halfway if ~he is 
. going to become close to them. 
.Students have a difficult time U.NH · hos:t' S 'fa' 1· -r-· 
realizfog .that professors and 
other faculty members live lives By. M. ar.la G. Smi .th, 11 _ • ' outside the classroom, she said. presented will .be from the six 
Sometimes students even The University oC New New England states, but schools 
seem surprised to see a profes- Hampshire's campus· will be. as far away as Colorado, Florida, 
sor eating off campus or in the swarming with more than 2,500 an¢ Texas will participate. 1 
dining halls, Powell said. h_igh school students October Among the colleges present will _ 
"Lou. is ,a warm person that 1 and 2. - ·be Boston College·, Portland 
students are ·gqing to enjoy Over 200 universities a_nd . School- of Art, Brown Univer-: 
knowing," said Lawing. ./ GOlleges will be representea at - sity, Notte Dame College and 
Powell completed her under- the l2th annual University of the New England' School of 
graduate work at Winthrop N~w Hampshire College_Fair. Photography. 
College in South Carolina . . She The fair will help students select Each college anc;l university . 
finished her Master's at Flordia which college to attend after will provide information a:bout 
State and attained her Doctorate high school graduation. academic standards, campus 
at Indiana University. "- The two-day fair will ·offer programs, -costs, enrollment, 
Excited with her new role, students, parents and counselors . residential offerings an<;! voca-
Powell said she believes, "Stu- . an opportu!}ity to meet admi~- tional OPJportunities., . .:-,, - , 
de i:n s • lea'r n · th roughj lif e ~ sions _off ice rs i;epresei;iting a The fair is sponsored by the 
experiences-that's the greatest wiq~ .va.rie_ty of ;sJhqols. New England Association of 
_ "! c_an· ac,c2njplish.. that obj_ective : 
. "I would hope that if they (the. 
students) see !IleJ n the, d_in,ing 
halls eatirig that they· woul~ feel 
fr~-~c to come and t_a,lk to me," 
Powell said. teacher." · · · Most of the institutions re- · College Admissions Counselors. 
i NEWS IN BRIEF 
\ 
Fifth bomb shock~ Paris-
Five people were killed and dozens more injured -
in the fifth terrorist atta.ck on Paris in ten days. 
The bl~st, caused by a bomb thrown from a passing 
car, destroyed the entire.front of the Tati departm~nt 
store on the Rue de Rennes. 
25_.Soviets asked to 
leave 
The explosion occurred at 5:30 p.m., a time when · 
many mothers and- their children are shopping. 
The recent rash of bombings t11e-re has daim,ed 
The United States sent a ltst of 25 Sov.iet U.N. · 
members who must leave the country by Oct~ber 
L The State D.epartment denied that this aC:tiont 
~a_s con_nected·with the Daniloff case. They claim 
1t JS to msure that the Soviets comply with a six 
, month-old agreement to reduce the _size of its United 
-~ight lives and has wounded ov:er 170. - ' - · 
Mine fire-in South 
. Africa claims 177 
The death toll at the Kinross gold mine was raised 
to 177 yes,terday. The workers, mostly blacks, are. 
believed to have died from asphyxiation, as lethal 
gases .filled ·the mine shaft. · Mo~t of the .gases; 
weie emitted when the, plaster useµ to line· and_ 
firm the walls and ceiling, caught fire. 
CyrilRamaphosa,;Ieader of the miner's union, 
accused_ the the mining company owners of 
negligence, claiming that the welders who started 
the blaze should have been equipped with. fire 
i extinguishers. 
Nations· missions. _. · . 
To date, this is the· largest number of Soviets 
ever to leave the Uqited States. · 
Rehnquist elected 
chie-f justice. 
!n·_a 65.,33 vote W~clnesday, the Senate confirmed 
-W1U1am H. RehnqmSt as the 16th chief justice of 
- the United States. This followed three months of 
, controversy and five days of Senate debate. 
-The vote of 33 against set a ', record for a court 
approved nominee. 
Later that evening Antonin Scalia was unanim-
ously voted to replace Rehnquist. 
Paul NewO.lan, an.nounces 
camp for cancer victims 
.· At a news conference Wednesday, Paul N~wman 
announced plans.to open a summer camp for children 
who are victims of cancer. Half. of the $8 mill-ion, 
needed to build. and endow the camp,:will come 
from the profits ·of Newman's .Own Foods: 
Newman had promis_ed when_ beginning his food 
company that he wou,ld donate a·ll proceeds to 
charities. The camp will be buHt on 300 acres of 
northeastern Connecticut forest, in the style of · 
"a turn of the century lumber camp", with, log cabins, -
corrals arid a music hall .. 
The camp is expected to open next summer and 
wjll b-e free for the children between' the ages seven 
and 17. Newman, who conceived d1e idea, called 
it "The Hole-in-the-Wall Gang Camp". 
Bubba -Smith quits ad -
campaign· 
Bubba Smith, former defensive end for · the 
Baltimore Coits_, announced yesterday he will no -
longer appear in the popular-Lite Beer commercials: 
Smith made the announcement-'after attending · 
the homecoming of his alma m_ater, where he was 0 
greeted by students yelling "Tastes great!" and · 
"Less, filling!". · ~ /' · .· · -
. · "It just totally freaked me out," Sinith commented, -
"l didn't khow whad was doing to the kids.t, . . 
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Catnip Pub on Main St. is one of the bars in Durham that does 
not enforce a:three drinj{ limit. (Ronit Larone photo) 
By Mary J. Nettleton 
According to a recent poll 
· conducted by The New Hamp-
shire -63.·2 percent of the stu-
dents at the University of New 
Hampshire do not listen to their 
own radio station, WUNH . . 
The poH consisted of 15'5 
questionnaires filled o·ut by a 
random sample of the U niver-
si-ty -community in the MUB 
Pub, at Kari-V.an stops and 
outside several academic build-
ings. , 
Steve Peschi, who is general 
manager of WUNH, said, "We 
try to avoid -becoming popular-
ized." He said he didn't want 
WUNH to become commercial~ 
ized like all the other stations. . 
· Peschi also stated that the 
purpose of WUNH is "to €X-
wouldn't let me play Pop or Top · 
40!" I , 
During an interview Peschi 
said, "The idea of the station 
is not to play Top 40. We try 
to play the widest range we can." 
_ 34.2 percent of the ,students , 
are in agreement with Peschi. 
The following comments are 
in reply to the question of why 
they listen to WUNH: . · 
· "I like Funk and the Funk-
show is where it's at!" ' 
"They don't play Top 40, and 
they are not repetitious." 
"Because it's different-a 
change from other radio sta-
tions." 
"Good music, less talk, less 
commercials." 
"Because they play·ed Joan 
Armatrading once whil~ I hap-
.Local bars Stick to liquor laws 
By Mary.Cook 
Due to rising insurance pre-
miums for establishments with 
· liquor licenses, Durham bars 
· are tightening alcohol policies 
to protect themselves.Measures 
they . are _ takirig include es tab-
lishing drink limits and training 
employees to be more cautious. 
· The Tin Palace is the only 
Durham bar with a drink limit. 
According to Jesse Gangwer, 
manager/owner of The Tin 
Palace, he established a three 
drink limit partly because o-f 
insurance concerns. "There are 
more people sueing now," 
Gangwer said. 
Gangwer said business has 
· decreased, but it is difficult to 
tell why. He is unsure whether 
the decrease is due to raising 
the drinking age or_ to the new 
three drink limit. The Tin 
Palace's drink limit went into' 
effect last May, near the time · 
the Grandfather clause became 
obsolete. "Drinking in Durham 
is limited to the Senior class- . 
,"Gangwer said. "When the 
drinking age went up we lost 
the juniors." , 
The Tin Palace ha~ a variety 
· of clientele. "People come and 
have dinner and then gp to the 
bars to drink," Gangwer said. 
"It's not. that they aren't going 
to have a good time here ... it's 
just not like Nick's where you 
can yell and scream." 
· Barbara Sterling, a UNH 
Senior said; "The Tin Palace is 
a place you ·go to ·eat, Nick's or 
Catnip's a place to drink." 
Patrick Staunton, a bartender 
at The Catn,ip Pub said, "We 
don't have a limit, never will. . 
We couldn't. We'd lose busi-· 
ness." Staunton said does not 
see how The Tin Palace can do 
any business with anestablished 
drink limit. _ 
According to Staunton The · 
Catnip has strict drinking pol-
icies. Bouncers at the door turn 
away people who have been 
drinking. "We have to, it's the 
law,"he said. 
Staunton said an I.D. book, 
containing sample I.D.'s from 
• every state, is used to check 
I.D.'s. Two UNH seniors, who 
wish to remain anonymous, · 
w~re caught with fake I.D.'s at 
Catnip • last year. They were 
fined $1,500 each in court. 
The Wildcat Ptzza does not 
have a liquor license. Only beer 
and wine are served and there . 
is no drink limit in effect. Owner 
Steve Karabasilis said he has 
q,ot had problems with people 
coming from other bars to drink. 
Although he said "it gets a little · 
rowdy" on weekends with peo-
ple coming from Nick's and 
Catnip,''they come over for the 
food.'' 
Mike Libby, manager at 
BARS, page 6 ... 
Mini dorm phones shut out 
By S. Kinney Other mini-dorm residents, calling card. Second, they could . 
Imagine picking up the cam- such as those in· Richardson · call collect. Third, students could 
pus phone and dialing an off House, also knew about dialing try ~to charge the call to that 
campus number. Students living 9 before off campus phone phone. If the operator does not 
in the mini-dorms last yea-r had numbers. realize that the phone is a 
this convenience. · Most mini-dorm residents ·. campus one, the call will be 
Last year mini-dorm residents were unaware of this special _,,charged to the residence hall. 
could make local .phone calls on - feature on, their campus phones. ,, Simpson said telecommunica-
their campus phones by dialing Mary Faucher, mini-dorm hall tions has no way of tracing these 
9. arp,d the number they ,wanted. director, said she was not aware calls . . 
This was due to an error in the of . the error since she received ,- There are 19 different clas-
·coding of campus phones in the no coinpl:aints about it. Faucher sif i~ations of- campus phones;· 
mini-dorms. . ~· 'and Residential Life did not including phones i'! faculty 
Dialing 9 and then O got a dial · discover the error until April offices, dorm phones," and bus-
tone for an operator. The caller · when the pho"ne bill arrived. iness offices. Since dorm phones 
could then dial long distance by The phone company correct- can not dial offcampus, students 
billing collect, or using a calling ed their · error at the beginning are unable to reach an AT&T 
card. of this semester, to the disap- operator. Therefore they are 
This temporary accidental pointment of inini-dorm res- · unable _to charge calls to their 
service eliminated many phone idents. · campus phone. 
_problems in t}:ie mini-dorms . According to Charlie Simp- · AT&T coded the mini .. dorm 
which have only one pay phone son, University of New Hamp- campus phones into a different - · 
· per forty students. Lyena Hayes, shire telecommunications rrian- class, giving them off campus 
a senior, who lived in Hall . ager, the dial 9 system is not .a dialing privileges. Residential 
House last year said "having the viable solution to the UNH life and telecommunications ar(;! 
dial .9 sei;-yic,e .~ll~yjaJe_9 __ tnJ)SJ. res.idence hall pho!)._~_,shona:g,~; , not sure whether students in 
of the phone's waiting Jines." beca,,use it has too much poten- .the mini-:-dorms abused this 
Hayes sai&'-sJ1e·_.dict; not re- tial for abuse. Simpson said privilege. _ 
member exactly how she found three problematic things could In past years there have been 
out about dial 9. It was some- occur w:ith studems making long instances of other dor~itory 
thing she discovered when the distance calls on dial 9 phones. 
µew phone system was inst:alled. ·.· · First, students could use a PHONES, page 13 
StudentSfight homophobia 
.· .. _ . By Stephanie S~a~iofl : ·1 highly publicized, the number contact. This contradtcts the 
pose . people to music they pened to be listening." . For decades homosexuals of victims has greatly increased. popular theory that AIDS can_ 
wouldn't normally hear any:. "It has a variety that I like. have been striving to get "out At the college level 6~8 people be caught from toilet seats or 
·· · where else." , ---I would . like to hea-r mor~ of the closet." Since AIDS are known to have AIDS. Ac- any other nonsexual physical 
Here are some of, rhe sm- · progressive music." · (Accquired Immune Deficiency cording to the September 1986 contact. 
dents' comments- taken during '-'To- keep involved with Syndrome) introduced itself to issue of Rolling Stone, the The best way to avoid AIDS 
the poll as to why they' don't school activities." · society their struggle has be- . disease is expected to multiply is not by lashing out at homo-
listen t:o WUNH: According to Peschi, from 12 come more difficult. more than ten times by 199} . . ·. ~ s~;x;ua~s, hut by pr~~ricing safe 
"The music is too diversified." · a.rri. to 6 p.m. the music is At the University, homosex- Many students do :not want · sex and limiting sexual partners. 
"It is too New Wave." selected by the DJ's. "We stress uals have been oppressed by the gay groups on campus -because _ · Some stu4ent~ are nmre open 
"They do riot play music that 'the individuality of the DJ." he majority of the student body. '.Jh~y associate gay socializing ' minded where homosexuals are 
normal people listen to."_ said. . · Acq;>Fding· to a sh1de11; wprking '. with gay sex. This makes many concerned. One student said she 
"Never heard of it." ' " ·Paul Ackerman,, a DJ for at MUB Information, the ·Cam- heterosexuals uncomfortable. knew several homosexuals in 
"It doesn't play my style of WUNH, said they try to pick "pus Gay Alliance (tG.A) fa_st They worry about the possibility her classes; but as long as they 
music: too much screaming and 40-50 percent of what they play year experienced verbal abuse of-catching;AIJ?S. I~ actuality, respected her sexual preferen-
noisy 'music.' " . - from new releases. Asked if he and harassment from students gay organ1za:t1ons ·may hdp ces, she respected theirs. 
"It grates on my nerves." . played requests, Ackerman said, who felt threatened by homo- educate homosexuals on the ,. _ This year the CGA has not 
"Because I am nodn agree- "If I'm really into it, I try to f~t . · sexuality. Posters and displays dangers ~f (\IDS a-nd _how they registered as an official ~rgan-
ment with their decision pol- it in." representing CG.A were torn tan be more careful. ·1 ization at the University. 
icies." Sports director Dennis Spel- and destrored. throughout cam"' ,_ '.Tm afdid of catching AIDS According to the MUB Pro- : 
"I have listened to WUNH Iman said, "I thi,nk it's great that pus. . smc': even heterosexuals can be gramming Office, the registra7' 
in the past; I didn't lik~ it, so there's a station on the air that The reason many students are carqers," said Anne Lamb, a tion deadline is September 19. 
I haven't tried it again." · caters to something other than against homosexuality has to junior at_DNH. According to -They do not know if the CGA 
"Well, I tried to be a DJ there Top 40." do with fear of AIDS. Since -current hterature, most cases has plans to register this semes-
a few- years ago, and . they 1983, when AiDS fjrst became: _ of ~1rs are co~tra_c_te_cl by_~ex'!~l -· __ ~er. 
, - -- ·-·· _,_.. - -~ ' ·- .. :. • • :· . -· p --- ·-- ,.. - . - - - -..- - .. - - ·- - , _ - . . .... · - - - --· -- - -- - - - ~ ~ - - - ... . - - - - •• - ... 4 • ,,. , .,,_ - . .... .,, • 
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ON THE SPOT 
Have you taken . precautions aftet" the .(lssaults? 
rrN o, not at all. Well,] 
had to walk back from ihe 
field house after I parked 
my car one night and was 
afraid of being robbed. I 
had a lot of money with 
me." -Randy Chenard 
Freshman 
Political Science major 
rroh yeah, a lot. I have 
to work until midnight and 
I wori 't walk home alone. 
It really hasn't affected me 
during the day - during the . 




Business major . 
'Tm concerned for the 
general welfare of the 
_women;-'but I feel Public 
Sa/ ety isn't doing their part 
in protecting .them on the 
campus. They're too con~ 








rrN o, it hasn't aff ec,ted 
me at all. I wasn't e'ven 
thinking about it. It may _ 
bf because the siory-I read 
1 
abo~ut it didn't really sax 
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WEDNESDAY, Sept. 24-Somethingyou i 
won't want to miss 8-10 pm . . ·. I 
8 Strafford Ave. · · . - · · . · . - § 
~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~J. 
. I 
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Lounge,huildups are extinct 
· .By Catherine Rosenqu.ist · said B-ischoff. 
For the second consecutive· -Inevitably overcrowding can 
year the Univer--:-sity of ~New occur, according to Assistant 
Ha,mpshire's Office of Residen- Director Residential Life Anne 
rial Life has eliminated students Lawing. With so many ,students 
. living in residence· hall !ounges. to house ''there is a demand-for 
For over ten year·s ~floor it.'' 
lounges were used to house "Lounges won't come .back 
, students who could not be to UNH," Bischoff said. "Re-
. accomm:odated in : regular sidential Life is here t0 better 
: rooms. ¾cord,ing to ~arol Bi- serve the students and provide 
·schoff, Director of Residential quality housi_ng.'' 
Life, si°'ce ·rhere was a· smaller · · Two years ago Residential . 
. freshman class this year, with Life decided that lounges "dis-
an estimated 2270 living on rupted the floor communities 
campus, overcrowding was not and lives of students," Lawing · 
a big problem. "There w3:~ space said. 
for all .freshmen this year who , According to Colieen Starkey~ 
wanted to live on campus," who lived in a lounge in the fall 
Bishoff satd. of 1984, ~'living in the lounge 
It took so long to eliminate had it$ pros and cons. It w~s a 
the lounge· system_be_cause "it . learning experince." St~rkey 
was hard~o_-say 'no' to stude-nts," 
said she met lots of people and 
. "learned to deal with-different 
p.e:rsonalities in a close envir-
onment." , 
, "The negative points were 
th_at there wasn't much privacy 
with five girls in one room. The 
lounges. didn'·t feel like a, real 
home either, it was. only · a. -
temporary, inakeshift room," 
Starkey said. "People on the 
floor also resented the fact that 
we were in their lounge." 
Residence hall lounges are-
back in their traditional role.s 
as meeting a:reas _ and study 
space. 
· Since the elimination of 
lounges as student rooms, Re-
sidential Life has re-furnished 
the lounges with new desks and_ 
chairs. · 
NDAR .... 
FRIDA Y;, ,SEf.T~MBER, 19, 
Last Day to ADD courses without Dean's approval an9- $~5 . 
late fee: . · · _ · -- · .-
. . . - -
· Last Day to DROP 'courses without academic liability, Dean's 
approval a~d $25 late fee; · _ ·_ -
Last Day w WITHDRAW wi~-hout academic liab11ity 
Last Day t6 choose PASS/FAIL gra~ing alternative or ~hange 
to AUDIT. ' · ··- · · · _ / 
Last Day to carry excess credits without surcharge 
Men's'Tennis-at Mame 
Women's Soccer-vs. BOSTON UNIVERSITY, 3 p'.m. 
Men's Cross Count~y-:--vs. RHODE ISLAND, UCON-N, 
· PROVIDENCE, NORTHEASTERN,-3:30 p.m. · 
Women's Tennis-vs. MAl!'JE, 3:30 p.m. · 
hctors from the London Stc1ge-Masterpietes, An Evening 
with Noel Cowar_d. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. · . 
Rocky Horror Picture Show-SQonsored by MUSO. Strafford 
Room, MUB. 8 p.m., 10 p.m. ancl midnight. -
SATURDAY, SEPTEMB~R 20 
~en's Soccer-at Provide-nee_ College 
Women's Cross Country-at Dartmouth lnyite 
Women's Field Hockey-vs. C,ONNECTICUT, noon 
Football.-vs : BOSTON UNIVERSITY, Cowell Stadium, 
lp.m. 
Comedian Emo Philips~Sponswed by MUSO. Gr::,.nite State 
Room, MUB, 7:30 arra 10 p~m. -
Ai::tqrs from the London Stage-"Hamlet," Johnson Theater, 
Paul-Arts,- 8 p.m. .. _ . 
_ SU_NDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 
MUSO Film-"Beau Pere." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 
p.m. Students $1, General $2. . . , 
For the secon~-year i n a row, th~re have, been no lounge builrlips in the residen'ce halls ~ , Celebrity Series-Yo-Yo Ma, ·celliSr,Johnson Theater, Paul 
Art-s, 8· p_.m. , . _ . 
(Dori Romano photo) '- ' · · · ,. ·· - · ' · 
Monday, September 22 
Women's Tennis-at Bowdoin _ 
Lecture series to, commence 
By Mary Beth Lapin ,_th~ vice president will discuss 
The Fall Faculty -Lecture Ser- the limitations arid values of a 
ies, "Traditional Values in a traditional university education. 
Changing America" will com- The Faculty Lecture Series is 
men_ce Friday, September 26 sponsored by President Haa-
wit.h a lecture by · the Vice land's office. 
President for Academic Affairs, - Four speeches are scheduled 
Richard Hersh. for tpis s~meste.r, ipcluding a ,,, 
Hersh will speak on "T_radi-:- : lectu,re by philosophy, professor 
tional .Educucation and Inade- . · ·Paul 'Brocke,lman who received 
quate Response to a Techno'- the University's Disttriquished 
lolgical World" ~t the ~ew Teaching Award) ast spring. In 
England Center. In his le~ture a speech .titled ' '. Renewing Our 
' I . 
Religious Traditions," Brokel-
man will ex~mine the religious 
needs faced ' by people in a _ 
"technologically explosive and 
culturally pluralistic world." · · 
Other lectures will be given 
by Carole Aldrich, new dean of 
WSBE, and by Elizabeth Falvey, 
an assistant professor of edu- . 
catiQn. 
All speeches in the Faculty 
Lecture-Series are free and, open 
to the public. 
· THE ·.WHITTEMORE SCHOOL 
IS ACCEPTING INTERCOLLEGE _TRANSFERS 
·BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 22 ·and SEPTEMBER 26 
INFORMATIO·N ·AND A'PPLI-CA TIONS ARE 
~VAIL.f'BlE AT THE GROUP MEETINGS SCHEDULED: 
M~!l~ay, September 22, 8:30_-9:00~a.m. (Mee 210) · 
Tue_sday, Sept~mber. 23, -3:30-4:0o· p.m. (Mee 201) 
. Wednesday, September 24, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (Mee 210) . 
Tbllrsday, September 25, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 210), 
Friday, September 26, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 210) · · .. 
Whittemore Advising Center 
McConnell 862-3885 
Men's Golf-at New/England~ ' 
Durham Red Cro~s Blood/Drive-"lt Will Be 3 Cheers fo-r 
UNH Homecoming Red Cross Blood Drive." Granite State 
Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Thro~gh Sept. 2~. 
1.uesday, September 23 
Men's Tennis-vs. BENTLEY, 3 p.m. 
_ Women's Field Hockey""vs ." HOLY CRQSS, 3 I?.m. 
'The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Mell!_orial Union Building, UNH, Durham; N.H. 03824. Bus.iness ·1 
Office_hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
_$24.00.Third class JX>Stage paid at Qurhain, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
_check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no ca-se be 
responsible_ ~or t_ypo~raph•:al or other ~rr~rs, but wiH reprint that put 
of an·adverttsemerit m wh1ch"'1 typographical error appj!ars, if notified 
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, · 
• 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824, 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. 
HURRY ORDER YOUR HOMECOMING SHIRTS TODAY! 
. . New Hampshire _, · -\ 
P~!!!!~Q~KS ' 
Ser'/,'ing the Unii-ersity si;ice I 978 
T-Shirts 
• Hoo~fed Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps . 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of-Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/ 431-8319 
·. ~~31 Lafayett~ Road_L~t-~ 1) • Portsmouth. N H_. 
....:... 
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lNoncEs 
....., ~ - • • • • • - . - • • , .• ,•, I '•, ' 
-- •. 
- • . \ . ' • • . ~-- - ,_I;,' • 
UN1VERSITY ADVISING CENJTER: An advisor - . - V A2£,MAIL: Covers sending mail, forwarding, 
will be avaifable i"n the MUB to '. answer questions :_'. re.plying, saving and editing docurnen-~s. Prereq-
reg.ard in·g .academic programs.and require·m~nts ... , _ -~·- ,iisites : Intro. Wednesday, September 24 from 9:30 
Monday, noon ·to 2 p.m. table·, on top floor and a.m. to noon. 
Tuesday, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. t_able outside ,the-.cafeteria 
in the MUB. 
A 'tH_LETICS AND RECREATION 
BAHAMAS BLAST '87: Sponsored by NH Outing 
Club: Spenµ your spring break sailing to and around 
the beautiful Bahama Islands! March 14-21, 1987. 
$50 deposit, deadline September -30. Sign up Mon, 
Wed., Fri. , 10 a·.m. to noon to Tues. & Thurs., 6-




.. STUDY SKILLS-WORKSHOP~NOTETAKING: 
. Sponsored by Non-Tr<!,ditional Student Program. 
Are your class. notes of little use in helping you 1 
to recall important informa'tion when you need 
it the most? Workshop teaches how to improve 
. _ notetaking skills and how to review your notes 
for better understanding & retention of the material. 
Monday, September 22, Underwood House, 3-4:30 
p.m. Information: 862-3647. 
HEALTH 
OPEN.ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: · 
·sponsored b'y Health _Education C,enter, He·altb · 
Services. Individuals concerned about their drinking 
or drug use are welcome. Wednesday, ~olff House, 
noon to 1 p.m. 
" 
~dds 
-~four new tapes · 
By Michael Gaucher physics and English. 
Cool-Aid -and the Counseling Although the tapes are de-
and Testing Center have added sigi:ied to help the student body, 
four new tapes this semester there are_ opposing opinions on 
to their telephone tape line. their usefulness. Alexandra 
Accordi,ng to Robert Prescott, W ~ill, an 18-year-old freshman · 
student supervisor of the tape says, "The tapes are a great idea 
line, the tapes were added to the because they provide counseling ' 
program because they_ cover without face-to-face contact that 
important current issues that could result in a lot of embarass-
concern students. ment." 
The tapes are entitled Yet Kristin Ostrom, .a ~19-
"Herpes-Symptoms and Diag- • year~old sophomore, claims the 
.· :nosis;" . "Anorexia Nervosa and new tapes are trying to take the 
.·., B.ulimia~" "AIDS-What is it?" place of medical advice which 
· ~ :-~od, "A.~DS::Symptoms ·and Di- could· result in a misdiagnosis 
agnpsis." · on the· part of the student. . 
' The tapes, which are pro- Cool-Aid began in the 1960's 
ORIENTATION WORKSHO,P: Sponsored by 
Career Planning & Placement. Mandatory for 
graduating students ( 12/86, 5 /87, 8/87) wishing 
to utilize career services. on-campus recruiting 
and/or· credentials. file. Monday, :September 22, • 
4-6 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. and Tuesday, .September 23, 
4-6 p.m., Forum Room, L~br.ary. 
dµ:ced by the . University of · when hard drugs were preval-
Wisconsin in-conjunction with e~t, especially among'.:_young 
BODY IMAGE AND-YOU: Sponsored by Health the Appleton Memorial Hos-· adul~s: By developihg the crisis 
Education Center, He_alth Services. Workshop to . pital, give general infOC"mation . hotli_ne, s•tudents wer.e able to 
ON~CA-MPUS i}ECRUITING: Sponsored by Career 
Planning & - Placement. Attention graduating ~ 
students (12/86, 5/87 , 8/87). Only a few day-s . · 
remain until the first mailing of resumes must 
explore women's expectations of their body image; , , 
hor this image_ is influenced by culture,. and the _about eac~ medical disorder and_ , call ff they were experiencing 
me1,.dia and men. Wednesday, .September 24, lists the symptoms and a 'diag- . a bad trip ~r just wa:nt~cl some-
M.cLaughlin, 7 -p.Q'l. · nos is. AU the J apes ' suggest ,' one td listen.to' their 'feai s'_ and 
' be sent (September 25) to the ffrst group of 
recruiters coming the week of October 20. You'll 
need one resume in order to register with Career 
Planning & Placement and another resume for 
each organization with which-you wish to interview. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
N'on-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
_. below. Registration is required; Call 3667 or stop · 
by Room 2-E, Stoke Hal l Cluster. All courses held 
in Stoke Clus.ter Classroom· unless otherwise 
· specified .. 
BEGINNING WORDPERFECT: Course co"vers 
the basics of video editing, formatting and printing 
-of documents. Prerequisite: familiarity with your 
particular microcomputer. Tuesday, September 
23 .and Thursday, September 25 from 2 to 4:30 
~m. .. 
~ ARD DISK .M~Nfi.GEM~~'(: Tf~c.hes how ~() 
' c·reate and ·use DOS tree-structured directories. 
Backup and restoring files is also explained. 
Prerequisite: Beginning MS-DOS. Thursday, 
September 25 from 9:30 a.m. to noon. · 
. ,;BEGINNING EDT/KEYPAD MODE,: Course .·, 
provides basic instruction in using· this mode. 
Keypad editing requires a VT52, VTl00 or VT200 
terminal or a terminal that can emulate one of 
these. Prerequisite: Beginning VAX/VMS and 
Beginning EDT /LINE MODE· or equivalent 




,; PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK MEET-
ING: Open to all students and faculty interested 
in upcoming events and conversation about today's 
issues. Thu·rsday, Thompson Hall Flagpole, 12:"30 
p.m. 
UNHDEBATE 'SOCIETY MEETING: For new 
and old members; no previous experience necessary. 
If interested, ple·ase attend . .Sunday, September 
21, Conference Room, 3rd floor, H?rton,,7 p.rri. , 
NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTABLES AUDITIONS 
INFO MEETING: Female acapella singing. 1040's 
music to contemporary. All female songsters . 
welcome. Sunday, September 21, Room M223, Paul 
~rts
1 
7:30 p.m: · - ·. 
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Discussion 
of trips and fund raisers. Tuesday, September 23, 
Ro.om 212, Kend~ll, 7;p:m. _ . 
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE 
MEETING: "What can I as an individual do to 
prevent nuclear war?" Come and find out. Edu-
cational, political arid actions on agenda. Faculty, 
staff, students and community members welcome~ 
Wednesday, Septem~er 24, S~llivan Rpom, MUB, 
·. } p.m. .. . 
TICKET INFORMATION 
/ 
SARA WEDDINGTON-PHYLISS SCHLAFL Y 
DEBATE: Tuesday, September 30, Granite State 
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Tickets now on sale at MUB 
Ticket Office, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
PORTLAND! 
· Chunky MONDA y 
- PRESENTS ,vE OcTosER a 
· r--+'-1--~--'f/114~~~~ •·--; _____,,,.,..........,....,=7=:30pm 
· ~ . · · · t · · If? 
~~ -~ ~ o·:.:< > • ·• ::; 
- • 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST STARS 
Gm Puckett HERMANS G~-· 
&~he Union Gap HERMITS •-x,-~ 
TiCKETS $1 6.50 





Cum~rlancl ·County · 





Tickets available at all Ticketron locations and the Civic Center Box 
medical attention should. the · problems. As the service grew, -
listener exhibit ·any of the · t_apes were ·added to deal with' 
symptoms mentioned. A Cool-_ a variety of issq.es·. such as 
Aid member is alyvays available jealousy, d~pression, suicide, 
to talk to after the tapes are an.,d self-esteem; · 
finished. Carol Fairbairn> a p.r.esent 
"What's _important' to re .: meniber of Cool-Aid• said, '. 'The 
µiembe~,'' s~ys Prescott,;·"is that new-tapes· are in re_s ponse t6 
the . membe_rs ofCool.-_A!d _are,_ .inform~t_ioq being _a-~'ked, 
1
by · 
not professio!}al psychologists. . students ,about .AIDS .and·.:other 
They don't pretend to b~. We sex_ually transmitted diseases." 
are here to listen a(!9: t9 __ h~!p,_,_:, .. : CQol-Aid is open- every -night 
but we don't · Jmqw all the from 6-:-.l2 · p;m. and . c·an be 
answers." reached on campus at 862.:2293 \ 
The students tha.t participate : or from anywhere · in New 
. in Cool-Aid come from varied Hampshire by calling 1:.800·;; 
educational backgrounds includ- 582-7341. · · 
in.g ~usiness administration, 
(continued froni page 3) 
Nick's, said th,€y m~intain a · 
strict system ihrcmgh their we-ll- · 
trained bar sfaff and doorman. 
Like Catnip, Nick's uses an I.D. 
~ok and .check's·I.D.'s carefully. 
Lib.by said one of the biggest 
problems is people coming to 
drink after parties on Friday and 
Saturday nights. · 
Scott McNeil and Mike Mar-
tin, engineering students, said 
th~y primarily go to Nick's. 
"We' re not regulars," said 
. McNeil, "We just gJ there when 
we want ·something different 
to dot · Martin agreed, "\J think 
we,'should 'be able to drink as 
much ·as we want, espedally 
'since everything is within walk-
ing distance." 
McNeil and Martin said they 
were concerned about The Tin 
.Palace's three drink limit. They 
used to go there to watch ga,mes 
on the big screen television, but 
clon't expect it to be as fun 
anymore. 
I 
·. r···•w·····:············ ······:,.,.,U,.N·H.IPT&+·P·~~-;~nt•:·., ........ ,~ .. -.  :. ,.,.,:,.,.,.,.~ 
I The FRENCH .CONNECTION , I 
,{ - MONTREAL · . J 
{ Drinking Ag~ l8 • Night Clubs ope n til 3 am ) 
:::, ... ,. . . . . . . . . . :::: 
:::! From only $79 :=:: 
« ••••••••••••• ~ 
~ November 7, 8, 9 . November 8, 9, 1 o J 
) November 14, 15, 16 } · 
:!:; . Ram~da Inns, LeSherbourg, or Maritime Hotels { 
· . IIIL_~da~:r~1~~~::::J:::~ ~:~:~=~ :; ~~h~;:~h !JI! ·. 
\! Reservation Form --------·\ 
~ \ ~ 
::::. Please return wirh $30 deposi t Space limited f 
_ Name of school or company traveling w, th_· ___________ _ 
Office. To Charge by phone, use VISA or MASTERCARD. 
Call 207 I 775-3458 





A CASINO COHCER.TS PRODUCTION m~ ----;rty Tim~ ~ ~~~;~r:o;;: ;:t;;-;:;~7o;07767;;;::8-:: --.- •t ._ ____________ ..., ________________ -. ______ . ________ ,,. __ _, .·.- ·.·.·.·:.·.·:.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·:··:.···.·.·.·~·-·::·.- ... •.•.•. :·············-·_.,·.-.. ·: . .-·:.:··:.:·:~:.:.: .... : ... : ... :-: ..... ,..,. .. _ ........ •.·.······:,:. 
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DCE; offers lab-Safety course ADDITlONA.L 20°to ·OFf .: _~-, _COATS . . . 
By Joanne Bourbeau · 
The Division of Continuing 
1 Education and the Research 
Office will be sponsoring .a J 2-· 
week lecture series in labo_ratory 
and health safety for jnterested 
sfode.nts. begi'nning Monday, 
Sep temper 22nd. The course 'is 
woF~- 1.(, Coptinuing -Educa-
tional Units for DCE students. 
. Cl~sses ~iirbe held in Parspns 
LlOl on Mon<;lay nights fro~ 
6 p:m. to 7:30 p.m. The for~at 
w{ll include guest speakers on 
Sl!J.Ch topics ·as biosafety; animal, 
radiation, fire, electrical an,d 
chemical safety; hazar_qous 
waste,; first aid and' emergency 
proced:ures; <;:ompr,essed gases; 
safetx .;rnd law; a,,nd p~rsoppel _ 
protrt t'ion; equip_mertt . . ': ' ' . . "' 
. .Accorcli~g ~o Joan Holt of.the 
Off ice of Resea.i;ch Safety, the 
speakers <;:ome. "highly. recom-· 
mended." The Jiqt ,l~ct:urer .will 
be Lindi More_al;l, ~; r.egi.stered 
nurse from Portsm.outh· Hos-
pital, to talk ab0ut the nee_d to 
be on the lookout for safety 
conditions in the lab. [ 
"The idea for this series came . 
from an identical course given 
at the -University of Massai::hu-' · s · 20 
_setts id Am·herst," s'aid Holt.. - ep. 
"I r~ally thougl:it the ~e was a · 'f . 
need for it." -· 0 
"We don't always reali_zeour s .t 2· 7 ~--.c~•-
at I 
UPS'N DOWNS" 
fox Ruta Mall 
Newington, NH 
431 -9762 . . e-p. ·_ -· 
SAFETY,page22 ONE WEEK ONLY ' 
[ Layaway availa_b_le 
) 
/ 
'; ~'WI- 1!1!1!'!'11!'!'!1!"!1!"!'~""""'"!'!'!11!!1!'!"!1~~~!1!'!1!1""""'-ll!'l!'!i~'!"!l!l!!ll!ll!l!i'~~ ........ --.............. """ 
.· ,,:'. :'. '.''''''';::::=;=·=·=:;:=•;;::-:-:.:.:::-:1111 
- :::- WEDBJVER ~->-- ::;: 
m. -~~- -OVEN FR.Esn ··· o~:"u' L :. t 
... . / . . "<:,o''/.-, .... 
l '•' ~ .,. "~~¥•
0
1~,t~~~.:-• ~ !I!! 
. ''-.-.\.. .. 
!:_.:::::_•:_ Tel: 868-2224. Thank You . ::_:.:::.~. 
Please Call A gai,i'. , . 
------- • --.--•• -- - - , • : ~ • - ·, - -~ . j ' ~ · ~ ---
-The. Division of Continuing Education and the Research Offif;e a~e teaching a twelve week 
!Ii . ;~•G\~\. w'.,'. ,:::::u::: : ~::.: .::::: :Ill! 




. Then . there's 
The word's getting around ... 




29 Madbury ,Rd" 
-Mon", Sept 22nd 8-10 l?m 
f 
~:·=~;::::::;:::=:=:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::; 
•·.,ii . .1,, •• 
, ) .. ' 
6-midnight weeknigh.ts 
?-lQ_pn.z:· weeke:n.d nights 
/ 
PAGE EIGHT 
CINIT'ED 0\MPUS , 'MINISTRY 
· PROGRAM 86~87-
LIFE AT WAYSMEET 
WA YSMEET is located at 15 Mill Road across f~om parking lot C. 
. r, . ). . 
HOUSE CHURCH/Wednesdays at 8:00 pm - . . . . _:_./ . . 
House Church is a weekly gatherin.g for informal, contemporary worship. In silence, 'song, Word and Sacrament we celebrate 
our faith and hope for the world .. Persons are invited to sha,re their gifts and talents. · · 
__ FELLOWSHIP GATHERING/Fridays at 6:00 pm . . 
WAYSMEET is open each Friday evening for fellowship. A supper is -shared for the nominal cost ~f $·2.00 or folks bring potluck 
whichever is easier. following supper there_ is time to share in a variety of ~ctivities including, singing, ·g~mes, videos, ~ncl 
. discussions. Often _someone fr'om the community or a guest will be ' asked to present program on a special topic of con,cern 
. and interest. . . · · · . 
. "CHRISTIAN WITNESSES IN NICARAGUA'; 
October 10 - David Grc.inger on his visit in_ July with La Iglesia de Cristo de Nicaragua 
Octobe~ 17 Kristy Markey on her men.th in Nicarag~a wit.h the World.Student Christiq-n F'ederation ' 
Octob~r 24 Ash Eames on the student Witnesfi for Peace program scheluled for December 31.iJanuary 13 in Nicaragua. 
BIBLE STUDY Sundays 'at 7:00 pm or Tuesdays at 12:30 pm · · · · · · 
1 
.· · 
The KERYGMA program is a thematic and n-depth study of the_ Bihl~ desig'ned for persons ·interested in learning. cib~ut ·the ;. 
Bible and its comtemporary menaing and significance. E:acfi student will .have use of a resource hook.' The weekly sessions 
will be led by David Grainger. Topics for the semester _are: - . ~ 
1 
- ~- •• • • • , • • 
Introduction 
Part One 











The Bible as a Whole 
What is trie Bible'> , · . 
How Did \!Je Get the Bible? 
!:low.to.Study the Bible? ~,. ·; • · , · • 
. I ~- ------·. ·-·-·--·· ·~ -•··-•·~-- ·~- ·-
God Saves the P-eople · 
The Exodu·s: Pattern of God's Saving·Acts 
Deliverance after the Exodus 
God's Saving Act in Jesus Christ 
Deliverance oi the Church · 
God is Faithful to the People 
' Promise and Covenant: the Old Testament 
Promise and Covena~t: th·e New Testament 
I . 
INTRODUCTORY SESSIONS WILL BE HELD SUNDAY; SEPTEMBER 21 and TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 AT . ( . 
WAYSMEET. -
WE~KEND RETREAT September i6-8,"A SPIRITUALITY CALL!:D COMPASSION" Meredith NH Fee: $25.00 _ 
- ' . . . . 
- - : 
The retreat program dtaws .nth insights of the creation-centered spirituality movement. It celebrates the ornanic wholeness 
of the creatio adn explores new ways of knowing _God, the world,; and ourselves. Retreats provide a·. special occasion for students 
to make new friendships, explore issues of faith and life and.enjoy re-creation and refaxation in a beautiful and nature setting: 
Transportation is provided. Departure is at 6:00 pm on Friday and return is late Surn;:lay afternoon. Pick up registration forms 
at the Campus Ministry office in Wolff House· or at WA YSMEET. · 
The Bible. is a pilgrim wandering through history to merge past and present. Comppsed of diverse traditions that span centurigs, 
·it embraces claims and counterclaims in.witness to ·the comple:>Qities and ambiguities of e~istence. Similarly, it engages, struggles_ 
and p~rplexities outside itself to generate varied apJ!ications through the ages~ 
from God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality 
by Phyllis Trible 
. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MOVEMNT OF NE~ E~GLAND 
"BUILDING BRIDGES: CARIN:G ABOUT THE GLOBAL VILLAGE" 
N~vembe:r: 7-8 UNH 
Since 1934 the University Chri~tian Movement of New England has enabled university related ci-u:isians to-m~~ogeth~r, learn, 
worship, and act on behalf of the Gospel corrimand for peace with justice. Through UCM-NE students can participate in other 
national and nter~ation ecumenical organizations like the National Ecumeriicl Student Confkrence and trhe Wrld Studef!t Christian 
Federation. 
FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20 
) . 
This annual Fast supports the work of Oxfam Ame:r:ica. Oxf?_m Americ is a nonprofit, international agency that funds self~help 
development proj_ects and disaster relief in poor countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America; and also .prepares-and distributes 
educational materials for Americans on issues of development' and hunger. Last year 450 ca~puses jioned in the Fast. Partricipants 
in the Fast contribute the money saved by' fasting fo a meal or the. day. Related programs will be held in the MUB along with 
a break-fast-celebration. I youwant to help to organize the Fast, contact the Campus Ministry Office. We need you. 
A<J.~~, · ·. fMtiM-A ~ ffzlrvcii ··· 
The United Campus Ministry is a cooperative ministry supported by the United Church of Christ, United-Methodist Church, 
American Baptist churche$ USA, Presbyterian Church (USA), Religious Society of Friends and <:oncerned individuals. The 
director ofthe program is the Reverend David L. Grainger, Chap;ain to the University. The office is in Wolff House, 862-1165. _ 
) 
is not thi~ the fast that I choose: 
to loose the bonds of wickedness, 
fo undo the thongs of the yoke, 
to let the oppresselgo free, 
and to break every yok~? 
Is it not to share your bread with ' 
the hungry, 
and bring the homeless~poor into 
your house.:. 
Isaiah 58:6-7 
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ROTC earns plaques for Zais hall ,BULIMIA' and 
By Erin McGr~w 
Thanks to a freshman's 
dream of giving the University 
... of New Hampshire's ROTC 
": (Reserve Officers' Training 
.S, Corps) building, Zais Hall, a 
more military appearance, two 
plaques now hang above_ the 
· main entrance. 
One plaque bears the Air 
Force ROTC insignia, the other · 
the Army insignia. The plaques, 
which measure 4' by 6', we·re 
unveiled Thursday at a brief 
ceremony · ·attended by fifty • 
cadets, officers and faculty 
members. 
Col. Arthur Heaphy spoke for 
Air Force ROTC. "As much as 
I'd .like to take credit for this 
I cannot," Heaphy said. "It's the 
cadets who really take credit. 
.This was-their-project," Heaphy 
referred to Air Force cadet Sgt. 
Robert Steen, who a~ a fresh-
man initiated the proj·ect, and 
· Army cadet 1st Sgt. John Steele 
who worked with Steen to make 
the project a rea_lity. . , . 
·. Eleven months ago,' Steen 
took a long look at Zais Hall, 
. the bu}ldiog which has l:10.used 
ROTC since 1973, an'd ·decided 
_it "needed something." 
Steen, a freshman at the time, 
decided that the hall "looked 
too much like the other build- · 
ings on campus." · 
He approached John Sander~-
,director · of Plant Maintenance 
and Engineering with 'the idea. 
"After that the profect moved 
very fast," Steen said. Steen 
asked for some assistance from 
Army ROTC and was assigned. 
to work with John Steele who 
Steen called "a great choice." 
· Dr; Richard H. Hersh, vice 
president for Academic Affairs 
and Military- Coordinator at 
UNH, called the UNH ROTC 
program "very established," 
com_pared to ,the ROTC pro-. 
gram at the University of Oreg~ 
ROTC, page 18 
BINGING 
•Food and Weight 
Control Problems 
• Specialized Treat~ 
men t of Ea ting 
Disorde_rs 
Call 
Stephen Little, "; 
- M.Ed. ; 




When _J!OJ:f ,t~n.!,-,a, VCR 
Mof~es $1'.99 ·· 
Discount Card A v.ailable 
ALLIED SERVICES r-
Only $7.99, Mon-Thu~s. 
$9.99 on the weekends 
GReAT Sl}LE.CT{QN 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEES! 
, Open every night til 9 
, ALLIED SERVICES Durham Shopping Center ·· , 
~i This Army ROT~ pla_9u~ was .fonded .through the.:;hard work oih .he-students. (Dori Roman .,. • .,. f photo) · · . " 0 , _ . 
WHATDO: The _Student Bod_y President 
The Greek Council President 
The Student Activity ,Fee Business Manager 
The IFC Vice Pre"sident 
and many starting varsity athletes 
IN COMMON? 
I . They are all living the legend N OW! 
Come by Sigma Beta · Fraternity on Wednesday Sept. 24 
from 6 p.m. to B p.m. for a delicious pizza extravaganza. 





q,.q;. . ~ 
, STUDENT SPECIAL 
Buy-2 memberships for 
th~ price of one . 
• Use yourself ors.hare with 
a Jriend .. -. 
. . 
.fi.B~.t. hi~;. i;;;:, L~~~ 
· Tanique Inc. 
130 Congres~ St. 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
(603) 431-7047 .· 
directly across from Hudsori" s downtown 
nn 
A D6'7er. tradition· 
ol line,ditling 
, Jaci-.'tf att1ton7 onjtna[ lunc/ieon~Efe l9jj- 'i? 
Dinrier Daily ... always fe~turi,~g a special 
Garden Fresh Salad Bar ,· 
. ! . ·.·, ·-,: ' \ l,: 
10%. discount on all meals.·with val.id ID . •' ' ~ 
lounge open until legal c·losing 
• • ' - ' ·• ... .• ' ; , .·1 
_. Master C~arge American_Expres, 
16 Thtrd Street : 749~4585 \ .. Dover,(N.H. 
: i~:::,:::i::;::i:::::::::::::::::;::::;:::::::;::::i:::::::::::::::i::::::::::::::;::::::i;::\:::~:/::::::::::::::::::;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'::::~:::::)\::;:::::i:::::::~::::/::\:::::::::s.:: 
!I .. Orie~:~::t~;~~ram . iii 
ffor Gradliat ing .Students [/[ 
/iii .(seniors, grad students) I/Ii 
I 'Wishing to use services of I 
] · .. · .··•. Career Pla.nning j/j 
. ,, . . &~lacement Office · . 111: 
[ Mandato;ry Orientation Programs J 
~j (Forum . Room, Dimond Library) j[i 
Monday, September 22 ......... 4-6 pm 
Monday, September 22 ......... 7-9 pm 
. Tue.sday, Septem.ber 23 ........ 4-6 pm. 
Thursday; -September 25: ..... .4-·6 pm 
Monday, 'Septeniber 29 ......... 4-6 pm 
Tµesday, September 30 ....... A-6 pm 
. Thursday·, Octobe.r -2 .... -...... 4-6 pm 
Tuesday, October 7 .... ;12:45-2:45 pm 
Wednesday, October EL ....... 7-9 pm 
Remember: Resumes required for 
registration plus resume for each. 
r~crui ter with_ which you wish to 1 
p:rescreen. 'First resumes due Sep- ' 
. . 
.,,., tember 25. fo.r. recruiters coming ·: · 
. ' 
•'.'l'l!-W'e·e:k ,0 :cto1'·er 2,0. · .· ; -~,,~. ,:,,,,,.-,i--, ,._._,, ·'~ ',.,. -·"'' - ,a,· 
FAll TRIPS '86 
9/26-28 FRANCONI_A RANG};: LEAF PEEPER II $15, 
' (FRESHMAN BLAST BETA) . 
9/26-28 .. POWER PACKING5000' $20 -~ , 
. 10/3-5: lOCA:L ):OCAL:,BIKE TRIP $lQ , -, , 
. 10/3-5 FALL FOLIAGE FROLIC $25 -
10/11-12 ROCK-JOCK CLIM.BING $25-$30 
10/11-12 BEAR B,JlOOK WORK PARTY FREE 
10/17::-18 ,, WHITEWATER RAFTING $75 
10/17~18 ,. fALL CEJ.EBRATION $10 " 
10/17-18 · ROPES dJURSE/CHOCORUA $30 
10/24~26 · JACKSON:;W:()~K,PARTY, J:R,:~-~ , __ 
11/7-8 . NORTHERN PRESIDJ;NTI~LS '$2'5 
11/14-16 FRANKY WORK PARTY FREE 
3/14-21, 1987 BAHAM,AS SAILING $625 
$ . .. : .... ·. • . 
*THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING MORE TRIPS TO BE 
ANNOUNCED AT A LATER TIME. ,LOOK FOR OUR WEEKLY 
LISTING IN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR THE LATEST DATES 
AND TIMES OF ALL UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS OR DROP IN AT 
ANY.)t{ME i MTHE OFFICE RM;f:29 :MUB-6.t?.." CAL(/:s62ril45. 
:.;: :'ff ; .:-:...., 
~ 
".? .. ;:,;,_ ..;_.i,;~-.~:.">" 1 ";" •• ·.,•' :, : l'li; ,.~,-- . •·.· '.•..- ~'(_ :::/ )-.1 ~.: ,: ~\ .I'_)~/; __ ·-.,--'.\t •~i· 0 \•1}•~ 
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· · London actors spend week 
By Ann L'Italien 
On Saturday, September 13, r----------------....;...;.... __ 
the Saul 0. Sidore Lecture 
Committee ~aw the completion 
_ Screen Printing & Embroidery 
T-shirts, .caps, jackets, -buttons -
signs, mugs, pencils, etc. 
~ompetitive Wholesale Prices 
iSHIRTS♦ of three years , planning when 
five L()ndon a_ctors arrived at . 
th~ U nivers1ty .of New Hamp-
shire for a ~'eek long residency . 
the September atts festival. 
The actors, four of whom are 
veterans .of the Royal Shakes,-
peare Company, will perform 
"~asterpieces·: -An Evening 
with Noel Cowai::d," on. Friday, 
· September 19, and Hamlet, 
Sa.turday, September 20. Both 
performances will be at 8,00 
p.m. in the Johnson _':(heater of 
the· Paul Creative Arts Center. 
Tickets are available for $ 1.00 
1 
' 
at the Memorial Union Building 
ticket off ice weekdays from 1 O 




TOWNand-The actors; Vivien Heilbron Philip Voss·, David Rinto~l, 
Michael Thomas, and Joh~ -
Burgess, will also be conducting 
a workshop at -Theatre-by-the-
Sea in Portsmouth,-- There will 1 - · 
be no charge for observers and Co1-0r Develop and Print 
CAMPUS 
~• Wolid Leader in Custom Shirts'' 
FOX RUN .MALL 
, - ' 
{ Night Grill , · I 
I . , Specialty -_ .f 
\\!\ Try one Of oUr' delicious 75ct speciatsllli 
) served from J:30-9:30 p.m. M-W .J 
I Thurs~ ti/' 8:30 , J 
/ Monday-Hamburger { 
· } Tuesday-Grilled Cheese & Ham f 
{ Wednesday-BLT · ~L 
those wis·hing to participate s-_ AM -E DAY s -E RVIC'E should contact Theatre-by-the-
Sea for more information. _ -NO EXTRA CHA-RG- E _ 
t Thursday.:.Chicken Salad Sandwich f 
NEW ITEMS The troupe stresses the play 
as "the word in action" rather ff B Noon-Back B Five" 
than a 1 i te ra tu re on a page. -1=~;;::;::;;;:=;;:::=;:;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j 
Throughout the week their aim R' E p R-__ 1 N T s has been to reach people who IN 
(served c;lay and night grill) 
Chicken Patty $J .65, 
Steak-n-Cheese $2.75 ~ay ordinarily go to see plays 
10 a theater. They have per- D A"'YS * 
formed in 25 univt::rsity classes, .ri. -
residence ha'lls, and have had 
an afternoon performance for 
ACTORS, page 18 · 
WHY WAIT A WEEK OR TWO? 
*Service Usually Available. Subiect to Change. 
CHECK IT OUT · 
- I _l N- _ Onion Hings 85¢ ~· \10 urs ~j 
::==-- ew Hou .. ,.JevJ - \:\: .... - rs \~ .. 
:::: -· .. ·. ;::: 
STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
_OPEN HOUSE 
\ .·' DON'T - ,.•. -· ·MISS 
Thursday, September 25, 7~9pm 
· MUB; Lower Level · 
Student Organizations Offices and the Stu-
'•denfActivities Office WU/be Open for Visitors 
Refreshments Wili' Be Served 
EHO PHtlfPS 
Emo Philips is .a comedian. 
He i's very funny. _ 
He wears pajama tops and likes coleslaw . . - -
David Letterman would like to hit him with 
a large stick . . c -
Emo will perform in the Gra-nite State Room · 
w/Tony V. (from Bos.ton) tomorrow night (Sat. 
9/20) for 2 shows at :7:30 and l0:00. Ticl<ets 
available :at-the MUB.Ticket Office, Ticketro.n -
Outlets, and at the door. . -
/' 
PAG.E.TWEl-VE rHE NEW ·HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY:,· SEPTEMBER f9, 1986 
·.  .. AT THE 3/~ANNLIAL 
THETA C-Ht FRATER NtlY 
OPEN -RUSH 
Friday,_ Sept.19-
37 Madbury . Rd. 
4-6 ·pm QlJestion? Call . . 868 .. 9625 
868-1553 
·-





WE SPEAK TECHNOLOGY . . ·
DO YOU? 
If you're · a science or en·gineering major, you'll want to be part of todc1y·s Air Force: We're-
deyeloping lasers and .satellit.es that make s~ience fiction seem -dated., Air Force ROTC is one way 
to ,b~ part of this fast-paced technology. · 
Air Force ROTC t)as 2 through 4-year scholarship progrc1ms which help defray some o_f the 
college c0sts -- _tuitiop, _ textb-6oks, _ laboratory and incidental fees. •.• 
- After· graduatio·n, ·you'll · be an Air Force officer, and will• join those who are leadi-ng us. into_ 
space-age technology. . . _ _ . 
· · Take a close l9o~ _at. AirJ:on;;e ROTC now. Do_n't .let technology pass you buy. Be a part of it. 
· CAPTAIN COPELAND 
I • • • 
). 
· DEPARTMENT . . Ai• 11_ - . ~1, .•-· _-- · _ ' :~: 
~--· AEROSPACE-- STUDIES._. .... _llllllllllil_, = > -
~-------. ·9s2~1490 .... ·. ROIC ·· · · .· · 
- . ' ' •, -__ ' -, '•· ', .--·•: ::. >- .' 
' -
• ' v•j 
. . -~·, .. -..·> J. ,, 
. ··-., ),', • ··,'"•;\·,t_"• 
\::.:,,.11:' LEAD-ERSHIP·_EXCELLENCE STARfS HERE -. 
,) 
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· · 4:.. H Club.chapter 
- . 
By Bridget Searles ·. 
In a s . chall corner of this large 
university, a dedicated sn.~dent 
group met to promote the 4-H 
. pledge of ":Head, Heart, Hands, 
. and Health." They are the 
Univer~ity of New Hampshire 
Collegiate 4-H Club and they 
are on the move. 
· p.m . . 
The UNH Collegiate 4-H 
Club is open to anyone currently 
· enrolleq. in, or an alumnus o'f, 
the University. Current · 
members come' from all classes 
and from a variety of major~ 
- ranging from electrical engi-
neering to commincations to 
· animal science. The next meet-
ing will be Thu,rsday, October 
1~ . . 
campus phones ·being abus~d 
and cpllecting long distance calls 
due to AT&T co.ding errors. 
Neither Residen-tial Li.fe or 
telecommunications paid for 
these mistakes. AT&T paid for 
these mistakes. 
Ultimately, Residential Life 
and telecommunications may 
g.ive all students a telephoqe 
service ,option in their own 
rooms. According to director 
The collegiate chapter is a 
cominuation of the high school 
4-H clubs that are so · well 
known. The UNH Collegiate 
chapter is now· entering its third 
year. "Our goal is to continue 
4-H beyon_d the high school 
level, to help other 4-H groups 
in the state and to promote the 
motto of making the best bet-
ter," said Jean Robertson, 4-H 
Club president .. As one member 
DEADLINE FOR FILING 
INTENT 
. said it takes "Sheer guts and 
- determination!" 
A bai--b-qu_e was held Sep-
tember 18 for incoming fresh-
men and members of the various 
Life Science and Agricultural 
groups. At Wednesday's meet-
ing 10 to 12 members discussed 
plans for future activities. These 
include a Halloween Hay Ride 
on October 31st. · 
For $1 University students · 
will be taken on a hay ride 
through the woods behind the 
horse barns. They will oe "greet-
ed" by gho-sts, gob0ns, and . , 
ghouls (played by 4-H club 
. members) for some thrills and , · 
chills. The hay ride will leave 1 
from Smith Hall every half-hour P 
between 7:00 J?.m. and _11:30 
TO ·. GIUlDU·ATE 
for 
December 13, 1986 
graduat_ion 
, is 
September 19, 1986 
(continued from page 3) 
of Residential Life, Carol Bi-
schoff, Residential Life has just · 
presented AT&T with the in-
. fo~mati?n necessary to survey 
this proJect for the entire ca,m- -
pus. Bischoff said she expects 
AT&T to reply sometime in 
November. 
According to Simpson, if 
students feel there a·re not 
enough pay phones where they 
live, they can call telecommun-
' ications. Telecommunications 
wil} in turn c:all New England 
Telephone. New England Tel-
ephone will conduct a market 
survey to determine whether 
the phone would receive enough 
use to• make installation worth-
while. "We're always interested 
. in hearing from students and 
providing them with the best . 
telecommunication service we 
,. can give them."_ 
What does wa.rm 
weather ·and 
sunny days m~an? ... 
MUB on Wheels 
Now Serving 
E'.njoy a variety of subs, desserts, soft.drinks, 
and our own classic-falafel with Tahini sauce. 
·Located in front 
of the Dimond Library 
M-F 11-1:3·0 
TRAVEL ,. ' TRAINING. 
Travel as a member of the club to other cities for exams and interaction 
wfth other clubs. 
There are many -benefits to ~-Ka.rate t
1
raining. Many practice Karate 
. for any combination of them. It is a good all around exercise, effective 
. self-defense, a safe and 1xciting sport for both men and worrien, and 
· it is ari: absorbing discipline. l)nlike other activiti~s or sports, Karate 
Come see us · on. the top floor of the 
MUB .. We post up-to-date-- listings -of 
hundre_ds _of available jobs. -,~. 
· training can span a lif~time. .- · · · ·· 
For more· info, call REC SPORTS at 2-2031 o~: come watt;:h us at the 
· New Hampshire Hall 9ymnasium~ · 
. I .. 
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•Wasting the student's .money 
This year marks the beginning of the 
·second full year for the campus shuttle 
system. During the first year of its existence, 
the shuttle was used sparingly, mostly 
during the cold weather months. Over the 
summer, passengers were few and far 
between. "Give it a year," we, were told, 
"it will catch on." 
of the Kari-van with the uselessness of the 
shuttle _system. The Kad-van provides free 
transportation for students-to places where 
they normally would not be -able to go, like 
Portsmouth and Newfogtort. It also pro-
vides commuters with a: reliable and cost-
effective ·alternative to buying a car. 
but not every student ·uses the shuttle. This -
is not an equitable situation, to say the least. 
- It is time for the students of UNH to 
_ take a hard look at the shuttle system and 
deci~e where their priorities -lie. 
Ninety-one thousand dollars would go 
a long way towards solving many .monetary · 
~roblems facing some student organi-za-
t10ns. WUNH has beeri in need of a new· 
transmitter for quite a while. SCOPE could 
bring in better, bigger name bands, and 
MUSO could improve their MUB- program.'... 
ming tremendously with extra funding. 
The money could also be given back to the 
Well, it hasn't. The shuttle system is now 
used by a small core of commuters and 
others who seem to find it a major chore 
to waJk from one side of campus to the other: 
The va'st majority of students somehow 
The shuttle system, on the other. hanq, 
se·rves no purpose other than playing 
chauffeur to those students who are too 
h1zy to walk. UNH is a walking campus. " 
- manage to find a way to make it from their 
dorm rooms to their classes without the 
· help of a $91,000 shuttle system. 
Ninety-one thousand dollars. Ninety-
one thousand dollars paid by 'all undergrad -
uate students so a few of the:m avoid the 
trouble of walking from A -lot to their classes. 
or the MUB-; The shuttle· takes up more 
than half of the studen.t senate budget, In 
fact, $91,000 is more money than most 
student organizations have in their entire 
budget~ Eve;y student pays for the shuttle, 
· students. · 
While some of the money goes to 
subsidize the Kari-van organiz~ation, the 
vast majority goes to the shuttle_ operation. 
. It is important not to rnnfuse the usefulness 
_Response 
To the Editor: 
h just read an article in the forum 
by Ned Woody (freshman English 
major) entitled "Last Night I Dra-nk 
Too Much." I understand that 
drinking isn't for everyone, but I . 
thmk he has a .few demented ideas 
about the subject. Basically, he cuts 
down everyone who drinks, eve-
ryone whn is associated with some- . 
one who drinks, and everyone who 
pkes ~o laugh and tell stories about 
the, subject. He _also lumps people 
together a$ "those who do" and 
"those who don't." He goes on to 
assume that the people who do 
dtink, always drink until they vomit 
just so they can go out and talk about 
it with the rest of "those who do> 
I'm sure there are other reasons 
people drink. Although 'i am not 
an English major, I did take English 
401. Even in the -most basic course 
in writing, the first thing the 
professor will tell the student, no 
matter how talented, is to pick a 
subject that he or she knows 
som'ething about. I would advise 
. Mr. Woody to do the same next 
time, b_efore ~e writes on a subject, 
or, in this case, social activity, on 




To the Editor: 
, This is probably one of mariy 
letters you have received in re-
sponse to the current parking 
situation, at the University. · 
_ It is not e·asy commuting ~o school 
everyday to answer she problems 
other motorists and pedestrians 
1 impose upon ·you. It is far much 
more aggravating to find a parking 
space in adequate enough time to 
make it to class, especially when 
there exists no such space. . 
Over the summer, I received an 
application to park at ·the Univer-
sity, at which time, I immediately 
- filled out so that I could have the 
privilege of parking in the facilities. 
I paid $32 for a ticket which allows 
m~ . to park in certain designated 
areas. For the past two weeks I have 
, parked in 'the same space faithfully, 
due to inadequate spaces in Lot B. 
I park a:long the side of the grass, 
giving enough room to passing 
motorists and I pose nb problems 
for pedestrians or bikers in Lot E. 
All my classes are in McConnell this 
year and parking in Lot A, which 
is occupied any.way, is asking a lot 
of myself to sympathize with the 
situation that you have created. 
In the last two weeks I received 
n.o warning, either verbal or written 
".bout my parking practices, there-
fore, I continubd to park at that spot 
until today, upon receipt of a 
violation ticket. It ceases to amaze 
me that your purpose of existence · 
is to create and improve-public 
safety for all. You have created 
instead, a situation in which it is 
im_possible for you to uphold i,hat -
purpose, and in 'the mean time, you 
are ,using students to help support 
your problem financially; as scape-
goats until things improve. If this 
is your answer to increasing re-
venues to solve such a problem, you 
are seriously unethical. Remember, 
you charged student~ $32 a car to 
park, which is revenue enough to 
solve this ptoblem. By not taking 
action, you have taken away the 
privilege of those you have charged. 
Hence, we are paying for -~ service 
that does not exist! · 
· Since you created this problem 
therefo_re, it is about Jime you 
correct 1t! Use our money to create 
addition'al parking facilities. It is 
not irresponsible of the students 
to park in places where they must 
park until conditions.improve, it 
is· irresponsible of you tq charge· 
Either students can contin~e to pay. for 
a shuttle system most of them don't use, 
or they can demand the money be -put to 
better use. The choice is a_ simple one. 
Blood 
Drive 
$15 every time a violation has been 
incurred and then do nothing to. 
solve this situation. In other words, 
yom arrswer 'to the problem is 
parking on top of each other or 
don't attend school at UNH. It is To the Editor: The MUB grounds keepers have 
your department that fails to in- - · t f "thr set our equ1pmen or our · ee 
vestigate the problems before they cheers for UNH" blood drive and 
arise. In my opinion, poor manage-
ment is evident. have had many practices to prepare 
for Monday, Septembe_r 22nd 
I am not blind to the problem that through Friday, Septem_ber 26th 
is in hand here, but I am a driver from lo a.m. to 3 P:m. each day! who cannot park at the University ... You, we are awaiting the entrance 
I can'not make additional parking . of your "Love team!" The hot dogs 
facilities, that is your job! It would • are ·on the grill, the wildcat is 
seem that the 3,000 available- acres 
h 
properly groomed and the UNH 
t at the University boasts about Cheerleaders have fluffed up their 
in the U oder graduate Catalog ('page 
6), proyides enough room for at porn-porns to"greet you as you take 
least an additional ten acres of ,on the dt::adly competitor, your "Good 
· Health!" 
parking sp.aces. In addition, the 
University has contributed to the 
problem by o:verenrolling which 
,hinders even qualifed students to 
be accepted into desired majors. 
Many on the sidelines are de-
pen,ding on the outcome of your 
encounter with illness! The c,hild 
·with leukemia, the accident victim, 
the open heart patient, these and 
many others need you to win. 
There is no "time out" for this 
occasion. Your youth, your strength 
and your punch will keep to dev-
estate your opposition! 
· You of UNH are the greattst 
sports and we of Red Cross are your 
greatest fans. How can we lose 
when we are together! See you on 
you_r horrie field! -. 
Jarry_ Stearns 
Durham Red Cross , 
Blood Chairperson 
Overenrolling creates a problem 
to students who wish to live on 
campus, but can not -because of 
inadequate housing, therefore, they 
have no choice but to commute to 
school. 
The ~ew Hampshire 
I have paid the charge this time, 
to keep my record clean in hopes 
this situation improves. Until it 
does, however, I am not working 
to help support your ·department. 
I refuse to pay $15 every time I need 
to park on campus. I am sure I am 
not the only student who has this 
problem. If so, this i~ evidence-
enough to help you realize .that 
something has to be done. 
· As fo.r additional parking vio-
. lations I may incur, I refuse to pay 
them until I have seen that your 
department has made a strong 
effort to solving this problem. Put 
_simply, don't cry over spilt milk, 
just clean it up! You have the funds 
to do so and I don't have the funds 
to help support a department that 
does nothing about it. We pay you 
to provide U$ with parking spaces, 
now do it! 
Robert Alby 
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. ·Californian discovers UNH . ~ _By Tony ·Walden 
I f~lt San-Diego was a redundant routine. In truth, 
I was following a redundant routi!)t. Having lived 
· inSan Diego for the last '20 years, I was tired of -
:-the same-surroundings: the bori_ng neighbors, . the 
local cruise. bars and Roberto's Mexican Cuisine. 
I felt like traveling to exotic places, meeting attractive 
people and just experiencing pew environments. 
-So; I packec.;Fthe bags and came to UNH. _ , · 
After the plane arriveEi at Logan Airpor(, eight 
·of the fo-rty San Diegans were chauffeured by 
- limousine to Durham.-! was captivated by the luscious 
rnuntryside .. Through the,window of the limo, I · 
scanned tli.e dense, fragrant unoccupied fields an~ 
_ the neighboring winding lakes disa-ppeariq.g into 
the landscape. While traveling on the toll road, 
I noticed only small, quaint residences. Boy, New 
Hampshire was totally dead or was it that everyone 
went recrea-tioning on Lake Winni_pesaukee on 
Suqdays? ( - - . _,, 
We finally arrived. Later, we checked in to tfie 
university. At this time I moved into the Huddleston 
Hotel. -This f iv·e-star hotel has two renowned 
restraura.nts-. The Cafe Huddleston serves such 
entrees: se~soned· breaded scampi--aged sir:loin-
ti_p with hearty, spicy brown gravy-""sauteed lamb _ 
tips- -and filet of sole garnished ih l~mon, basil 
and butter. Hbwevei, f was ,disappointed that the 
dining halls-did not serve California Chablis, Charles 
Krug Chenin Blanc or Cabernet Sativignot;1. San 
Die o State Universit . SDSU did not c:ater these 
------ ' 
fine wines either, but the fact was thar- I never lived . 
· in. a dormitory ot even owned a meal card before . . 
SI)SU provides some 2,000 on-campus living 
spaces for the 37,000 students. Most students lived 
in general vicinity. I rented a condominium near 
state .. After studying, my roommates and I would 
spencl evenings me_eting _neighbors anq partying 
at the local pool and 1acuzz1. Also, most of my friends 
were active in career related clubs. We would have 
p_arties, picnics and go 01! company tot;1rs. " · 
tail spl ci-als. AH this talk' of tennis reminds me 
of warm San Diego weath~r. 
I was welco~e~ wit,h many arms. It appeared _ 
I had a common Interchange. UNH and I were 
interested in the other's turf. I was interested in 
weekend e~capes, mountain hikes and skiing t_ours. 
In the first week, I familiarized myself with the 
campus, I noticed the classes demanded a little more 
work. . (The classes at UNH are 4 Credits and SDSU 
are 3 <;:redits.) The homework keeps me busy after 
class. But school is not all wo.rk and ' no play. We, 
the hab.itants of Huddleston; are fortunate to have 
two acc~s~ible tennis courts in tear of the building. 
I am trammg now for the Huddles-ton MixedDoubles 
Invitational Open, The competition is rigid, Sonie 
Ever_rt and I face the great-champions: Moe V; 
I was surprised when I went tO my financial ' 
management class and saw Lisa, a surfrat (California 
beach local). I suggested to her to remove her 
Vuarnet sunglasses before Professor Kaen arrived. 
Also, I advised her to keep a low pr.ofile . . Lisa has 
an accent simil_iar to valley girls . I informed Lisa 
that New Englanders don't understand our Cal-
ifornian attitudes ·of freestyle and prog-ressivenes_s. 
We knew immediately that WSBE ·,(Whittemore 
School of Business and Economics) was a compet-
itiY-e, straight-laced i-nstitution. They are _called _ 
the "aggressive conservatives". 
, My main objective was to be accepted by UNH'ers · 
( cuz f wanted to go back to SDSU with a good GP A 
and a lot of friends). l imitated _other students 
attitudes. First, I subscribed tQ the daily Wa11 Street 
Journal. Then~ I cautiously walked in a dignified 
fashio ,n to Dimond Library. 'l analyzed the stock 
market and researched through companies' annual 
reports for profitable investments_. I knew one day 
that I. could have respectab,le positions· in society, 
- Conners_, John T, MacEnroe, Donna, L. Casales, and 
Jason -rhe RAD (Resident Assistant). The winner · 
of this world clas·s tournament receives a· dinner 
·at· Newicks--a ~eafood specia-lty restaurant--in chic , 
__ dow-htown Newington. I ha-ve not yet been to this 
even in Boston. · · · 
I successfully adapted to the transition. Discov-
ering the University of New Hampshire was the , 
best thing .I have ever done. c 
restaurant, but I hear the have reasona 1 
Tony Walden is a junior on exchange from San Diego 
State Universit 
. Choose · Choice 
I -
By Sonia Schmitt -
Few college students dare to be 
outs p 9ken in their defense of the 
decrimialization of legalization of 
marijuana for fear of being denounced 
as drug crazed hippies or moral degen-
erates. Marijuana law reformeq;, how-
ever, advocate a change for the better. 
In this case the law does more harm...., 
than good; the law does more harm 
than the drug. Most of the evils- -~ 
''They are taught to dis~ 
trust and d-esi:>ise the 
polic.e, and th us, break 
the law." 
\ · 
attributed to marijuana use stem 
directly from its illegality. Many other · 
evils of .this "killer weed" -are myths, 
either exaggerations or falsehoods . 
These half-truths do not warrant 
denying the individual the right to his 
choice. 
C~nnabis critics oft~n point to the 
high incidence of heroin u.se among 
nonsmokers, suggesting that marijuana-
hires its users down the road to 
junkiedoom. They don_',t ·ever intimate 
that the starting point of this quest 
for a better high is alcohol, or even 
_ nicotine and caffeine. These anti-drug 
crusades are right, but for th~ wrong 
reasons'. Marijuana users turn easily 
to more potent chemicals because there 
is no vast social, or legal gulf between 
them; as there is between alcohol and 
marijuana. Restricted by social con-
v<;ntiqns, most substance abusers stop 
at alcohol. If marijuana were legalizecl · 
· then sm,okers would probably st op at· 
the legal high from pot an_d not . 
progress to heroin. This is the ·mistake· 
Boy George made. · · - . 
-i By 'similar-.logic, 'legali'zatiop of pot 
would decrease the criminal activity 
· among users. Once someone is turned 
in for pot, they have been exposed to 
an entire world of illicit affairs. They 
are tal\ght to distrust and despise the 
police, and thus the law. Since tney are 
already breaking the law by toking, 
many smokers see no har_m in breaking 
any other laws which inconvenience 
'---- them.· Legitimizing marijuana would 
strike a crippling blow to organized 
crime and decrease the occurence of 
drug related deaths. 
Marijuana legalizatt·on would also 
allow governmem·---regulation of the 
drug. The paraquat scare would vanish. 
PCP laced "greens" would be avoided, 
and the potency of the weed could-be 
monitored. The increased revenue from 
taxes would total up to aJstaggering 
amount. I'm sure that government 
funds for education could be restored. 
Most of the cos t of pot is r isk, so 
governrpent operated marijuana dis - -
tributors could cut prices in 'half and 
still reap enormous profits. / 
· The drug itseJf is not harmless nor 
· a panacea. However, there are no t 
enough clearly identified negative 
effects of pot to build a strong case for 
prohibition, certianl.y not a stronger 
case than for alcohol or tobacco pro-
hibition. It is not physically addictive, 
merely habituating as is any pleasurable 
activity such as sex _or .coloring with 
crayons.'Very little conclusive evidence 
has been presented regarding the drug's 
effects. Its only consistent physiological 
symptoms are reddenfog of the eyes 
and a temporarily increased heart rate. 
The.re i~ no known lethal dose, as no 
dea-ths from overdoses have been · 
iiililiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiilil!--•'-- --------.---------.■.• substantiated. 
/ 
I am not a proponent of marijuana 
~-
.:-.::):~;:{ 
\ . . 
In terested in Wri-ting? Express your viewpoint 
in t h e fr».,.~ -A ll art icles m ast b-e typed and 
-double spaced. Include your nam e and a phone 
n u"Qber. Remember that this is your page. 
/ 
use, I am a proponent of choice. The 
decision to _smoke or not to smoke 
marijuana should seatbelt laws, the 
drinking age, the choice of sexual 
partners, and even abortions. By .trying 
to deprive the American people of their 
personal liberty, the government has 
worsened the situation. · 
Sonia Schmitt is the forum editor of Tile 
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,, :_, - · word Processing'" lOl.•·. 
· ·:rhere i~ a grim reality ot' college lite that yo~-r \ray ~xju t:,pe. 1 And that"s iLd iint t\ampk (if} 1< r.:.· 
nt1y or nuy nnt he J(\~uinted '\rith. · · \lacintosh. helps student~ \H>rk>martt5. quich:r arid 
·1\ping; \t). 11uke that hour~ of t:ping. Precisely more c'reatin:l~: , · · , 
\rhy you ~hnuld (\~rbider a \bcintosli... The good ne\\"S h. \rith . .\lacir1t<J~h vqu d<Jn·t · 
-\\'ith 11rogranb like \bc\\"rite-... and \licrosoft · hare to kno\r an~ thing ahrJut C(Jn1putt1~ · · 
\\'t)t\1. ·yt)l! cm cnmpo~e. tdit. mnre para~1raphs. and , to use <mt. Tht httttr nt\•:, i, . H>U d,m .. t · 
dtmge t:,pe ~i1.e~ ~md ~~le~ \\·ith 011e finger.\\"hich · hart' to km.1\r amthing ah<>ut :.rhitt 
can cnme in rer~· ltmdy .. ( bpecially if tlut"~ the -out. either. · 
/ 
As a full time faculty, staff or student at UNH, you are eligible 
to purchase_ as Macintosh C.omptiter . at a-discount rate 
through Apple: University program.: For-furth~er informatio~-· ... · -:or a,·Macintosh delllo, visit .room 11-D next to _:,the-- Stoke Hall : 
. :computer cluster, or~caH.862~3665._·· ,· .. - . . ·. . ·- . ·, . 
-. . ' . , . . . 
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Arts and Peatares· 
1 "::verything y()u didtl't · want ·:o 
1 ·-\now about Emo and didn't ask 
By Arthur_ Lizie 
Illinois is typical America. It 
is the crossroads of the indus-
trial east coast, the agricultural · 
south lands, and the expansive 
·. west. A veritable melting pot. 
It has Lincoln1s home, the 
country's busiest airport and its . 
. busies·c large appliance, the 
. Refrigeracor. It _also has Emo . 
· Philips, who hails from 
Downers Grove. Emo Philips, 
however is not typical America. 
Emo Philips is the comedian 
. who will be performing at the 
-- MUB on this Saturdai.night. 
·He is, crazy. He is hip. He looks stupid. He. is stupid. He is also Emo Philips, o'ne of the hottest 
comedians i.n the business. . 
Numerous appearances (five 
· to be exact), on the Late Night 
with David Letterman show 
have brought him tQ the fore-
. front among this country's 
comedians set. Once you've been 
. onLetterman,yo~mustbedoing appeal. She began to speed growing drug which has cured fact, one ti~~ E,mo made a joke around Easter. It is the story of 
something right. Right? . home with her gift and all of baldness in Canada. This will about Letterman's native Indi- three kids on a picnic who chase 
. His delivery is as unorthodox sudden, she dropped it. Emo was have a profound effect upon ana that Da~e found so funny, . a white rabbit down a hole and 
as his appearance and subject not pleased with this develop- both politics and television in he allowed Philips an 18 month proceed to fall 6,000,000 miles 
matter. A slow, monotone and ment and promptly scolded the the United States. Firstly, aH vacation from the show. Emo to th~ center of the earth. They 
often whiney delivery match .a girl about her carelessness, anchorpersons will be imported · is now welcome· back on the get very dusty. There they meet 
Mason Reese-dutch boy haircut ·"Great, now no one can use it!" from Canada because people show anytime that he wants to Nimrod, a.k.a Emo, and try to 
wi th an amazing, if twisted, ·Although he does .have a kind believe P,eople with hair. This appear. · '· · - avoid monsters, rocks, and 
gra.sp of the obvious. heart, fate has not always smiled fact has already shown up in Emo is not only popular on Spielberg lawsuits. Thrills and 
Emo lists his influences as -upo-n Emo. One time h~ tried politics with Reagan. If Rea- TV and wi~h live audiences. He .. chills .for everybody, but is this 
newsmen Roger Mudd and Eric . to play' tag through a turnstile gan's hairline had been a half also has a respectable follow_ing just a fantasy or is it real? He 
Sererid, and Ted Danson, the and that was a disasterous inch higher, Robert Redford via radhand records. His album hopes to stret~h out his char-
ever popular Sam Malon~ from experience. Later in life he tried would now be President. E-M02 was nominated for a acter in-a yoga position. 
· "Cheers." For some strange, to . put his head through his Proper hair covers up any · Comedy Album of the Year · He will also be appearing on 
· reason, ·when the name Robert television set because he longed blemishes someone might have Grammy last year, in stiff ·con:i,- . the D~. Demento show within 
Tepper was posed to him, he to be Bullwinkle the Moose. says Emo, after all America petition he says; with the a few weeks. He questions the 
was stumped. i--i------ !"'"---. would never put up with a leader . Reagan-Mondale debate comedy · sanity of a man who wears a tux 
Emo is quite excited about with a stain on his head. Max , / .! . on the radio, but insists that the 
this appearance in the land of Headroom looks great 0 ~ TV , , Doctor is a· great guy and the -
maple syrup and gypsy mot~s, and may be the next president, salt of the earth, and tha,t's why 
if not for talk of UNH's talks Emo says. · all the .animals lick him in the 
of South African divesture, then winter. 
Jor the parade and all-girl Emo's own hairstY1e -also Winter is one subject about 
spanking machine which he · interests him much. His bowl which Emo has heard New· 
-believes will greet him upon his haircut looks like and . is in fact- England tales. He knew a worn: 
· arrival in Durham. a geodesic dome. It was.designed · · an who lived in Vermont on the 
._ Another reason that Philips by Buckminster Fuller as h_is last border. who one· day stopped 
is excited to be coming to UNH ' natural act ·on th is earth- It is receiving mail. She proceeded 
'. is to get himself back on the quite energy efficient and aside to the post office to complain. 
-road. He thinks shelter is for from fitting his face, will with- The postmaster apologized and 
sissies, so he travels all the time.' stand pressures up to fifty said that the area was resurveyed 
He even has a cap made of pounds per square-··-ipch, allow- and it was foupd that she 
· roofing tiles to protect has head ing large th ings to Harmlessly · actually lived in New. Hamp; 
from the elements. .be dropped upon him. If he gets album. E-M02 won a new · shire. "Thank God! I couldn't 
Previous visits co New Hamp- hungry, he can also fry eggs on music award a'nd was ~amed the live through another Vermont:. 
,shire, as well as an appearance it. · · best come,dy album of-1985 by winter anyways!''; she blurted. _ 
in Amherst, have seen him scale He a;11d his hair l:iave with- Arriet:ica's ·college disc jockeys: A complete profile of Emcf' 
.. the heights of Pike's Peak with . stoo1 five appearances on the . He is ir:i, p~eparation to film Philips?.Hardly. Check him ouf_: 
his tile cap. . . Unfortunately for a young Emo,' David Letterman Show. He . "···· a -special for HBO. He is pond- Satnrday and till 1fl the m1ssmg 
For all his talk of sissies, the his dad grounded bim. finds -- the atmosphere of the ering a Boston location for the pieces for-yourself. He says he'll~; 
,_ man does have a kind heart. -He Through his bizarre exterior, show quite artifical, but exciting, . show whicH-he·was told will air :· even talk to your prnfessor~>; 
,0 said that once he was in Kansas he does ha,ve a serious side and equating it, in both speed_ and on a cold day .in._ ,.hell, so he about,-:an•thrnpology credit fo d 
t·and he saw a little girl who was is concerried about politics, intensity, en.a cowboy's 'sh'ort' figures about February. • - attendfriifhis"show. He left with~,,. 
~:so cute that he donated a kidney fashion and science, or more ride on a mechanical bull, with- This popularity has led to a this advice, "Don't sleep with:-:_~0 her. Not chat ~he particularly · . exactly, a peculiar witche$ brew out the blisters. He thinks that movie role on the Canon film Nicaraguans-you might catch( 
:-;needed it or anything, he was of the three topics. His hopes Dave is a great guy with terrific 'Journey to the~Center of The Contra Aids." 
"-,just overcome by her charming are up about the - new hair sense of humor. As a matter of Earth" which should be out _
1 
l.~:..~~u;;~:tl:.~~~\r,,i~~"'T.,r:se,...-;:1;,~~:~ ,•:.,·"-":l.~. ri::,-.4_?~_,1;'- ~"""-""'-~c1!!.~,;:t•"_~ '~"!.. ~,.: .!,.,"t: ! ~'Jlt'K'%/"''1!'1i;~1 ~-<'I:,.__."'"''·"-~ 'I:,\' ,T,;,:li~::k.""·*~; <J ;,J:.•'t'.'I, 't.,'l.'1t"'lr-•1i:·1,-,,.....,_"*":t.•i4t.'~ 1ll.. 'it;~,. ::._·,..1;;,•S:"'".1>:'Bi,.. ,,e;..c_. ~, • .,, .;' ..!'!'-~,, .. ~ ,.::, • . n.w;'.!!' • .r,,·nA~i"i:.:;t;::;~1/~-
-
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;Dream Syndicate's blurry 
A final complaint rises in that- Wynn, saying .that those songs 
this record is just barely 40 would be on the record, "I?aybe 
minutes long, yet still includes next time." Where'.s the mtegc. 
the lyrics to . two extra songs rity, guys? You'd ne_ver .cat<:;h· 
not included 011 the album. What The Rain Parade pulling tha.t. pop vision · is included is <;t scribble_ froin, Well, maybe we're bet_ter off. presumably, songwriter Sfr,,e 
The Dream -Syndicate · 
Out of the Grey 
BigTime Records 
By Ric Dube _ 
Psychadelic pop iri the 80's 
is a cute, nostalgic, fun idea. 
Unfortunately, it's also a bit 
tired. So, for a band of this genre 
to be any good,' they've got to 
_be either really exceptional 
songwriters, or pack their music 
with so much cliched 60's charm, 
the listener doesn't notice how 
elementary the music is ( th_is 
is bow it was orginally done). 
Let's face it, the psychadelic 
era died becase there really 
. wasn't a heck of a lot you could 
do with it other than straight 
ahead garage raunch. Plus, by 
being great songwriters, it 
wouldn't matfe.r when it was 
be1ng done, the given band 
would just be takng the psych 
thing a step further (a tough 
nut to crack). 
The Dream Syndicate are not-
fabulous songwriters. Th~y're 
not terrible ,either, but hardly 
the quality ot'say, Paul Wester-
berg . or Mitch Easter. The 
Dream Syndicate do not schlock . 
· up their sound with backwards 
lead guitars, fozzbox distortion, 
or three chord ch~insay progres-
TONIGHTIII 
a different set of jaws. 
' ... ,. , . . ,, . \ ' . .. ,-
- 't ' '\ • .. V f • I ·~ .. ·--··1a. .. ;'· ... . ,.. '· t J. . . .... /' ... : >:' 
ROTC sions. They used to. But not anymore. So what in the name 
of Robert Tepper prevents (continued from page 9 
them from being horrible? on. Hersh came to UNH two both moral and financial sup-
That's the ticket . Absolutely years ago from the U niv'ersity port to the project and 'sold' it 
norhing? · of Oregon. "At Oregon," Hersh to the - n e c es s a r y fa cu l_t y 
Many of the songs on thei-r said, "the ROTC progra·m members. _ -
latest album, Out of th e Grey, couldn't be taken for granted According to Capt. Gloria 
are ·totally wretched. They sit or it would be abolished." Col. Copeland, approximately 135 
there, stagnatirig. A nd they Adkins, professor of Military students are involved in each 
smell pretty bad too.. Science agreed. "We are ex- of the two ROTCprngrams with 
Fortunately there's some sav- tremely fortunate that' we are a total of 270. ; 
ing graces on the record. "Bos~ at the University of New Hamp- Air Force ROTC employs 
ton" has a good build up, "Dane- shire and that it provides us with f 0 u r officers four n o-n -
-ing Blind" rocks, and "50 in -a such great support," he -said. · commissioned officers and o~e 1 
25 Zo'n~" is passable. "This university is committed · University secretary. Ar:rny 
The most annoying thing to academic excellence in all . ROTC employs six officers; rwh 
about this album is the produc- programs students wish to non-commissioned officers one 
tion. It's so damn clean, the_ pursue." secretary and two speciaiis.ts. 
listener may wonder if they're Others without whom the BothAirForceandArmyROTC 
hearng Journey play old Stan- project could not have material- occupy Zais Hall. . 
dells songs. Paul B. Cutler, the ized include: Joyce Garnsey, Steen said he is pleased that 
band's singer/ guitarist pro- design associate ar\d -project Zais Hall now has the image· tt 
::lu~ed t~e reco~d, an~ essentially, manager, who a~cording to deserves. When asked what his 
,:uu:?,ed ~t, maku~g his own ban~ , Heaphy, "did most, if not all next project would be he smiled. 
,ound JUS t as limp and e11;1pty of the leg work," and Patrick . "The wheels _are always turn-
:1s any old L~verboy, _Night Miller, executive -director of ing," he said, pointing -to bi's 
Ranger, or Asta _clutterrng up Facilities Services who "gave head . 
the chart. The gmtar and drums - ' 
here sound as fat as a first time ---------.ACTORs.---...,.;-- - --
Weight Watcher, and too often, 
the music is just plain boring. 
The reality we face here is 
disappointing. Once we realize 
the songwriting -is less than 
inferior and that any cliched 
nostalgia appeal is lost in. the 
mix, the band is sunk. We're 
forc;ed to pass -.them off as a 
psychadoic band. . 
The bent images of their faces 
on the sleeve, their spacious 
presentation, even, their name 
implies the disassociaton of 
mind from body. We're disap-
pointed. · "-
(continued from page 11) -
high school students from 15 . good is very pl·eased with the 
state high schools. · variety of disciplines that the 
The actors' visit started three actors have been able to handle .. 
years ago when Professor Hap- In their class performances they 
good of the-English department use material that is relative to 
recommended them to the Saul the course and the courses are 
0 . .Sidore Lecture Committee; not just English and Theatre 
The committee had decided that as you might expect. The class 
they wanted to do something performances have been infor1 
in the arts and it was three years · mal and out of costume. Student 
.before the actors were free tQ volunteers have been allowed 
· perform at UNH. , to aci: with the actors. · 
Professor Hapgood said, "the ''.It's been worth waiting three 
ac_tors have a very long rec~rd years for;" Professor Hapgood 
with the very best compa01es said. . · · 
in England." Professor Hap-
THE_ LIBRARY A GREAT PLACE TO WORK! 
Openings for Work/Studi Students 
Varied Hours 
Impoitan~ SkiJls to Learn 
Variety of Routines 
Interesting New Friends 
$3.55. an hour · to start. · SEE MRS: MARTLING, 
LOAN DESK, OR CALL 862-1534 FOR APPOINTMENT. 
. . ' . . . ., . . . 
SUr-< E.! FtLLOUf 
AN APPLH~A1iO r.J! 
Yo~ L,EAR\J A. 
\..-OT A-'B,0\11"-r 
l-l eRAR'/ • --. _ . 
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TheWrldISS611 
· The Greatest Classroom. 
. OfAll. 
.,., ...... '•-:.· 
I . • ., ., , ,' :,~, :.-~~;\/t\, 
STUDENTS, FACUJ~T;Y , .,-A,.N'.~p ;1 
. - ,, · ,, ,,_ FRIEND:s :·, .. <t1nt}1"'',t:>::?'.,( ~ 
':.:.-.~ :::.:::.'· /~ ~ . 
~-\~. ·· OF THE ~.:. 
t.~\ ·'· ;~?:,fi(:~· ~ . 
.;~pplicaffrigs are now being accepted 
\f9r the Uniier-$ity of Pittsburgh-
~Is:ponsored Sefue.ster at Sea. 
UNIVERSIT·Y :~ OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
_: ,i, · Each fall otspring 100-day odyssey 
;·aboard theAmerican-built S.S. Universe 
:-•;1:Iiterally offers you th¢ world. . · · 
. You cqn earn,12-15 tr~nsferabll~ .. µnits .. 
'fr9m your' choice of more t~an '50 low~t and :·· 
': . ,upp~r division courses, while. c_alling upo!) . 
pta~es as culturally diver~~ as Ja-pan, Hong Kong, 
In,dia, Turke.y,;.the Soviet Uthon, Yl).goslavia 
anc,l Spain:: / .. :·. . , .. . · .. 
, . I . . 
THE INSTLTUTE .. : ·· /• 
FOR SHIPBO~RD ~Dl)~1T-lON 
c~_~diaily invites 'you tcf t 
·i. ; It-is a learn1ng adventure designed to 
"transform students of every- color, race and 
creed into true citizens and sch.olars of 
. ''Celebrate a:r;i. Evening of Academic t: 
Ad ve.nture.'·' the\v.orld. .. ... .. . 
For full information, includirig a :~~:t~og and 'application, 
call l-800-854-0195. Or write Se:mest~i:' at Sea, 
Institute for Shipboard Education, ::;,- ,:;. \ 
University of Pittsburgh~ .. · "• 
2E Forbes Quadrangle, . 
11:00-2 Information 
4-6 tables in Huddleston · 
· Dining Hall • 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
15260: , 
Then prepare for the 
learning adventure of 
. your life. 
/ 
7pm Special Film Present:;i.tion 
. in the Forum Room 
· of the l,ibrary 
SEMESTER AT SEA , 
A SPECIAL FILM PRE.SENTATION 
TUESDAY SE.PTEMB~E~· :,2·3rd 
7:00_p.·m . 
Our un e uate o cer commissioning program ·- · ■ ~ts you get in · e for one o our gra. uate programs 
gives.you_ the, opportvrn,tfto ge(more lli~ f6 . A. or as a junior 
B.S. It gives you a chance to get a career started plus: , So, if you'r~ looking for a .chance to_ lead, chef:k out 
■ Ear. n $10.0 a ... month du. rin. g the school year the Marine Corp~ UQclergraduate officer p_r~· ~ · , 
■ Le~ you take civilian flying lessons gram. You could start off making more · 
· ■ Asa freshman or sophomore, . than $17,000 a.year·· , 
lets ~ON co. ~plete yo~r b~k Eam a ~adrae - f~om the star~: . - ' ' 
'training dul1I!g two stx-w~ek U~a,a ~ 1 • , ~ 
11 in/eaderibip. summer sessions 
The Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer will bEr on campus 23 September through 
:2s September 1986, 10~m to 2pm daily in Memorial Union Building. 
If your unable to meet the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer 'and would an 
appointment, please conta~t Officer Selection Office, Orchard Park Suite A-9, 
875 Greenland Road, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 or by calling 603 436-0974. 
YOUR 
GOOD-FOR,---




Towards a new 
~ pair of Levi or ~ 
fashion jeans 
valued at $20 & up. 




t . t 
iili ', · illl r OPEN RUSH :I 
.. . •FRIDAY 3:00 PM SHARP :=== I 1 
===: - UNTIL -6:00 PM I 
. · :1:: • 28 MADBURY RD. @-
~ 1 
}f -• VOLLEYBALL TOURNA- I 
~ ~ 
:::: . MEN.T/PR.IZES ·=·= » . . . - . . . ~ 
; Ill. ' .:e~~1!;:t~~~: little sisters of SAE. Ill 




·· So 'Glad ··<- -
Y0ti'l"e BaCk 
.:,j·'.' 
--- .,. __ _ 
at 
Durham'Red Cross 
Blood brive · .·
-MUSO offers non-credit-1 courses for beginning 
photographers,· as w~II as fully equipped black &white . 
darkroom facilities. · · · · · 
-Now is the perfect tim~ to brush up on your skills o_r 
· finally learn how to use that fancy camera you got for 
Christmas last year! , 
-Classes meet for two t)ours each week for five· weeks. 
Fee of $40 includes full semester darkroom use. 
· ( chemicals provided) 
· -Full semester darkroom only, with B&Wch~micals · ...., 
pro~id_ed, is only $30. · · 
-Color workshops will be offered from time to time 
throughout the year according to interest 
-FOR REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION CONTACT 
ROB IN THE MUSO OFFICE. Mon-Fri, 7 "'.8 pm (_Phone 
862-1485 or 659-2102 ask for Rob) 
CLASSES START SEPT. 30-it. ~ oa. 1a 
St>~ t<f ~ ~ N»t1!! 
i 
I 
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MOTHER GOOSE & G'RIMM /Jy Mike Peters 
,..50ME PEOPlE 
Kf~ 'JUST A 
, · Goi: ALL '/ov Gvvr 
oow~:H€f2E AT · TH£ ·. 
sow1.:1NG- AL·t.ev -cAvSE 
·1 T~o\JGwT W€ OUG-~TA 





01 50N 1 . W~tl, 
Ml/IT~ 7111/T .-r f(/fflN& 






WtU 1% ll!U 70 
!Nm-1/NTI.Y st"N/7 
I/Nm/ING IINYWl!cK6 . 
\ , 
50~.tJKe, C()tltJ? Ya! 
Pf/T /11Y 5tJl'l'~f<5 
/Nm II Ct.05€1 IN 
by Berke_ Bre~thed~ 
- &GYPr F" 5(11(€.-
/ ' , . 
- -SAFETY 
(continued from page 7) 
actions can cause thing; beyo~d 
our expectation," she' added. · · 
- The cost of the course is $25 
wit,? an _additional_$10 regis~ 
tration fee. Mastercard or Visa 
will be accepted during tele- · 
·. phone registrations made .by 
calling 862-2.015, or stop by 
Verrette House between 8 a.m. 
_ and 8 p.m., Monday through 
Thursday; 8 a.m. ana ' 5 p.m: 
Fridays,· to register-in person. 
Additional .questioHs .can be 
answered byJoan Holt at 862-
3607, or' by the DCE of free at ' 
862-2015. - . . -,;, /,) -
.r • ·---,. 
WE AT MACRO F}SK: 
-~ :.. ,,., .,: ' ..... 
WHY DO YOUR , · 
FRIENDS ·, GET TO ' 
-SLEEP .,ON ,A-fUTON 
BUTNOTVOU? 
: . ), ' •• ,,,<;t ;,.;.. ~ 
:--~ RIS-1 ARCH . PAP.I RS, -
16,218 to · choose frorh~~a'il . 
subjects -·- ' · · _,, : 
Order 'catalog JQctay'.,with 
.. Yisa/MC or COD . . 
in Qalif. (213) 47·N32261 . _ 
0~ rusn $2,00 to:, ;,n;., ·;:.I\(; 0-7·nc;.;; ~-
Research Assistance 
113122 Idaho Ave. #206-SN; 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 · 
C u s t Q m ie. $ e 6 r Ch a I s· 0 ' 
ovailab1e-oi11e'{e1s · .· - ., , 
-~·:.·· _ _ . ~· -
. • . 
'· , . 
-__ -Dtttham /Bike 
,. ' ,./' . '. ,, 
BIKER SUPPLY· 
SOURCE 
;:- ,·,•:.- .,.:- - ' - •'·---
,F ALLBky.~l~~SALE i 
.. ,; 
Reg _ SALE 
Nishiki · . .-
• Sport ' $270 ·_,; $2-29 








Cannondale, Gita, Bellweather 
, Tigh_ts 20% to 50% off. 
Trade-Ins Accepted 
Repairs And Service For 
- All Makes 
1 Day Service 
HOURS: 
Monday - Friday 9-5 
Saturday 9-12 




Female Roommate: No smoking, 110 pets. 
1 girl , $300 ·per mo. plus 1 /2 utilities, 2 girls, 
$150 per mo. and 1 /3 utilities and sha_rf 
b1edroom. Have washer dryer. -8 min. drive . 
from campus. Call Adair ·after 6:00 P:m. 
at 430-0684 or 742-2670 
Looking for easy going rommate, male cir 
female (no slobs), for a newly renovated 
apartment in Dover (Sawyer Mills), laundry 
facilitjes, dishwasher, a/ c. ,5 111iles from 
campus on Kari-Van route. Rent is $262.50 
a month/person . Will have your own 
bedroom. Wall to wall c;:irpeting, · spacious 
living room. For more information. Call _964- . 
8970 ask for Tim. -
Large Raymond apartment. Male or female, 
or two persons to share own room. $300 
plus utils. Andrea 895-6247 · 
Suite 0t'two sunny rooms for older ~uiet · 
couple. Non°smoking and woodstove savvy 
preferred. Four miles away. Quiet area. 
742-0199; keep:trying 
Share house in Newmar_ket w_ith two others. 
Rent is $2f7 plus utilites: Older professional 
or grad stl/dent preferred. 659-n 44 
4 Bedro~m apartment in Dover on Kari-
Van. Living room and kithen 700 month. 
Call 7 42-7908 . . . 
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CL.ABSIFI.ED 
Work study peer counselors wanted! .., 
Career planning and placement services 
is seeking juniors and seniors interested 
in a challenging .and rewarding poshion 
facilitatiing student career development. 
1981 Datsun 310- Meticulously maintained, Liza-We wanted you to know that we miss 
one owner, new muffler, front tires. ari-d :· yotJ ; and Wffwere thinking abol)t .you .- Love, . 
. brakes, AM/FM cassette, $3,000 or best-' 3rd Flo0YC_ongreve · - · · • 
Freshman class, get psyched for Sept. 20th, 
Firsf'Annual Freshman· Football Day. Show 
.UNH what Hie class of ~ 990 is ail about! 
. offer. 7 48~ 1032 Snugglebunny, You have become my Hey Manchester com:muters!! Marate1a 
Extensive training and supervisio.n, val- SERVICES 
uable exposures and experience.'Success- 'j• 
closet and dearest friend. When u entered . Pizzeria, 25 Central St. Manchester is 
my li'f.e, I never drea.med that I would fall presntly hiring. Duties inclLJde ALL aspects 
ful candidates will have good interp~rs0rial , - ~xplore music in my n~w 'c:r~r-h~rri ·studio ,' .. 
and communication sk1lls, a desire to Melp -. ,voice, piano, viqjin, recorder, lute, theory , 
others and a good sense of hymor. $4.50 alid sightsinging', individual and classes 
hea!lJ·over heels .. in ·'lov,e w/u. U are what _- of tbe pizza business. Start at $5 hour. 
I n~ed ,,md wan( b·o.n't ever change. Our. Coritact.Maratea Piz?.eiia at 668-5722 eves. 
' dream will com.e · true . Keep oh being . THE LAST HURRAH. Consignment shop . . 
per hr. 2 semester commitment. Please for all ages - 25 years teaching experience. 
contact ASAP, Bria:n J. at 862-2029; 203 Call Persis for more information, 659-2721. 
yourself, I love yot/ With all my love, Green Vintage clothing and jewelry, used clothing, 
Eyes" - ' ' collectibles, e1c.-9 'Main Street, Dover, N.H. 
Huddleston Hall. WANTED: 2 peo.ple 't•o sh.a/e spacious 4 749-::?930 
I"'"~  __ ._·_.:._· .. _ _._·· ··_· __ -,..,]l~J 
YARD SALES 
FEATURE THIS. Liste~ up, You need?? 
fables, chairs, desk !maps_ 
bedroom Hampton .. 2·tull bathes, furnished,' UPPERCLASSMEN, come supp
1ort the :-
fireplace; parking. $190/month plus util- . 
ities. Jo.ey· or Kelly 926_9895 class of 1990 o
n Sept. 20th at 11 :30 a.m,, 
as they march up Main Street from T-Hall 
Get in on the ACTION, while its on SALE · for.the First·Annual Freshman Football Day. 
- · at THE PICTUHE PLACE. All Fotomat Film ,Come se'e what· it's c!:11 abOut! 
1977 Ford Van; auto, ak, AM/FM cassetee, . . . 1. .1 ·• ---_- · __ · 25% off, while supp_lies last. Located in · -· Pe · I · Adopti01i : We're a ·loving happily married . great running condition; camping extras rsona S the MUB rrextto ·the.Cats Closet. Open M-
. couple, academic physTcian and psyc_hol-
included, $2600 or best offer; 868-5393 • ------~- --~- F 10-4, Startin,g .Sept..22 Open M-Sat 11-
- ogist. Eager to ad_opt white · newborn. evenings 5 · · · · ·· 
Wednesday be at AGR for the funnest rush -------'------------- Confideritial_. Call cotle_ct 212-724-7942· · 
Cotton. candy- machine, _great for fund H ·s sI·ck he's sly he's slawI He's 
around. Meet the br-others and sisters and · ·e 
1 · · · Quality tised clotbing. Mens, womens. 
raisers, large capacity unit, used only 30 find out why AGR is not another ·brick in comedian Emo Philips, In·the Granite State Labels. you know: prices you want. A fashin 
hours, must sell $850, Call Wade 868-5447 Roorri· tomorrow night at.7:30 & 10:00 p .. m. 
after f> the wall! attitude, SMART ALEX. 284 Central Ay_e. 
Tickets availavle now c!t the MUB ticket . Dover (on Kari~Van Route) 
Honda Silverwings Interstate, 500 cc, 14k: AGR Rho-Mate Rush!!! Tuesday and office, All ticketron loc_ati9ns & at the 9001'. 
1 · · Auditions, Auciition.s; Audtions for the NH -
·exc. cond. New tires, battery, $1506 or best Wednesday 8-10. Come see wt,at a l(ttle ROC'KY HORROR ROCKY HORROR Notables, UNH's female acapella group. _ 
offer. 742-4945, keep trying , s_ ister program is ali about. ROCKY HORROR . ROCKY HORROR · · • 
· · · Info meetir,g Sunday Sept 21 : Cont.act 
1979 Plymouth Horizon, one owner, no rust, ROCKY HORROR- ROCKY HORROR 
full service records since new. 4 door, SAE OPEN RUSH-Friday 3:00 sharp, 28 ROCKY HORROR Ton-ight., 6 ., ·8, & 12 _C_o_l!e_e_n_
8-6-8--5- 5-2-7~~-~----
hatchback, $750. Tel 748:.0942 Madbury Rd . Volleyball tournament and midnight (tickets must be purc-hase.d in BARTENDING COURSE- Learn a valuable 
- :o-- b·arbeque .u.ntil 6:00 p.m , B.ef.re·shments. advanceforthe·midni@hfshow) · · skill· tor fl!n or. prof-it. Prepare for a :good 
1980 Toyota Cor°olla SAS, reliable, o·nw served. Open house all. afternoon. Meet . paying part-time va~ation job. Get h~nds 
onwer, only 51,000 miles. Sun roof, stereo, 1he brothers and little sister of Sigma Alpha · The fr~a~s cbtne out t~nig'ht! Th.e RQck·y . on professinal training behind an actual 
new radials. $3200 or best offer. 659-5883 -Epsilon Horror Picture Show in the MUB. At 6·, 8, bar, with lots of paractice time. It's easy 
eilenings · and 12·(mi.dnight). Tickets available now and fun· our way. Ce'rtificate 'award.e __ d . 
.PHI KAPPA THETA FRATERNffY-We're for the midnight show. . .. 
. For Sale~ 1978 Dodge Colt. ·Standard, new t:>:Uilding on a brotherhood. OPEN RU;SH - Schop I is license.d and is on UNH K~ri, 
· exhaust system. Runs well. ·$450,. Call. 8€>8- at Alpha Chi Omega Sorotly .. Money 8-1 o Don't.Miss Out_!!! E~o.Phili'ps: world. r~no1;1nd Varj route .. Visitors weltome .-,.ffver.i·ing 
·· Wc!nt tb eam $5 .00 per.hr.?·W0rk- as a•"_ $mith~Corona electri par.table typewriter 
. personal care,attendant .. No experience · ·with interchangeable cartridge for sale. 
2628evenings/weekends. p.m. 1 comic afld comedi-aQ ·rolled ,' inTcfbfie!!! ,. classes., CaU -or-wr.ite:for- -FreeBrechure. '· , 
OPEN RIJSWA·T N':I.B: Frrday' October ,3 · · Tomorrow Night in the MUB!! 7;30 & 10:00. MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main 
Free admission with purchase ·of ticket in St., Newmarket, N.H. Tel. 659-3718 
necessary, flexible hrs, easy work, 'great Asking $85.00. 659-7144 ask for Mike . 
· boss. C.all. D;3n at 692-4764, evenings. 
Want to earn extra money? In an envir-
onment where you can also-study. Becawse 
of my work', ·, need overnight care on 
occasion for a 10 year old. The nights would 
be Mon. through Thurs. No weekends. Call 
4:S3-2050 after 6:00 pm. ask t 0.r E),awn:~c. 
Earn $$$ travel free, with New Englands 
most excit intfco-ed French qonnection 
line . Represent part/tirne and travel on \ 
oar Montreal weeke
1
nds '86.' Ca11·_us for 
niore d~tails at the PT&T Hotline (617)-
9~13713839. ca'II NOW!!.: ' .. 
Runners, cold kitchen prep, dishwc-shers 
wanted at The GriJI Restaurant Portsmouth. 
Minimum wage and tips to start, wage 
incr~ase with time, flexible hours and shifts, 
near Kari-Van stop. If interested, CAIi 431-
6700 ask for Jan or Qeb. . 
Work position avai·lc;1.ble- F3_esi-Life has 
. positions for both work sut'dy and hourly 
_ employees. These inc'lu·de work crew , 
smoke detector inspector and clerical 
assistants: Cor-nplete ' job:'description's and 
application· packets are· available at the 
Office of Residential -Life located in Pette 
- House or call 2122 for more info. 
THE FAR SIDE · 
SKIERS- I have a tirand new pair of Tyrollia 
3900 bindings still in the box for $75, these 
are $120 bindings. If you 're iAterested 
please ask for Ch_ris at 868~ 1290 
Efegan.t lv.ory hait-ian wicker sofa-bed 
. (queen,size) for ~~le. Lots of pillows!! $150-
-Cheap .. Great shape. Call 659-7102 after 
6:00 p.m. . ·· 
1969 VW Bug: recently rebuilt engine, heat 
v,,orks, cassette deck, not much rust, needs 
muffler, asking $1000. Call 659-5323 
. evenings. 
'83 Nissan Sentra, red, clean, 5-speed, 
wagon, ale,, AM/FM stereo, firm $2995, 
call 868-5393, after 10 p.m., Cynthia, leave 
name and tel. num.ber 
1978 Dodge 'Challeng!:)r~ 5-s~eed, PB/PS, 
- AM/FM cassette, no rust, new paint, runs 
great, excellent'condition; must see! $1695. 
Call 335-1702 . . 
'84 Dodge Colt, 4 liter, gray, 48kk mi, 46mpg, 
hatchback, AM/FM: excellerit condition, 
dependable, $3390,.749-0021 after 6 p.m. 
Guild F212 12 string acoustic guitar exc. 
cond. Asking $375 with hard case. 742-
4945, keep trying 
· By GARY LARSON 
Early chemists describe the first dirt molecule 
from midnight to dawn sacraments will be aqvanc~ or at door. Don't miss it!!L 
served. · , 
Runners; cold kitchen prep, dishwashers· 
THE STOMPERS!!!.! Are returning .once wnated at The Grill Restaurant Portsmouth. 
more to the Mub Pub next Saturday (Sept. Minimum wage and tips to start, wage 
27) Tickets on sale now!!(p.s. they're almost increase with tim~. flexible hours and shifts, 
sbld out, hurry). · near K;3ri-Van stop. If inter-ested, CalJ 431-
Thank you MUSO for bringing_Emo Philips 6700 ask for Jan or Deb. 
to the· MUB : this weekend: ... You have 
reaffir'med my faith in your taste in comedy. 
doughboy 
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Invites all men . 
to OPEN RUSH tonight Fr·iday 9 / fg 5-7 
. , \ 
p.m. Outdoors with volleyball. Refresh-
ments served. 
Dar:,-'You made m~i start unforgettable. 
You're a great friend . '(ou make me so 
happy. Don'rworry about love. M-
. Seacoast Y·,staff!-,Ydu guys'II have to. take 
care of , things while Gordon. & I are 
· pounding down the brews in the Emerald 
Isle! Have a gr,eat year at UNH and try not 
Hey Ed--~Happy 18th birthday to my "Little" to fall into any pools! (~im,Jay,Shawn)Bye! 
brother. have a ball! Love, "big" sister _ Lo.ve Stevie, Bubbl•(;ls. or whatever other 
Chipper, sorry you're not feeling chippy names you guys call me behind my. back! 
lately! If Y<?U stopped snorting that stuff P.S. Jim, ybu'II have to find someone. else 
and running around in 'ripped togas at 4 to eat worms this year? Matt? Greg, those 
a.ryi. you might live a littler longer. Congrats Red Sox will take the World Series! 
on the tournament-I wouldn't want tG meet Atte.nti~n 1-9~5-86 UNH Volleyball women! 
you in some dark allwy (then again, maybe · · Yes, t!Jis means you! You guys better kick 
I would .... ) \ some ·a-- this year even tho me and Zilli 
Christine, you little chef you! Oatmeal 
cookies anyone? Whjy is it that the batter 
tastes so much better than the cokies???! 
Th1'!nks for giving Smoky a flea bath-My' 
legs thank you! We'll have to do pizza Slut 
sodooon! .I 'm having crust and tomato 
withdrawal! 
ARTISTS WANTED for hand-painted t-shirt 
company. Must have ability to create 
unique yet simple designs. No experience 
necessary. 659-7390 
Atte,ntion all- calc'ulus students: Free 
· calcu.lus tutoring is provided in Kingsbury 
M327 Monday- thurday until 9 p.m For 
complete schedule check the calculus 
information booklet or the math department 
office. 
babysitting: MWF early afternoons (about 
1-3 p.m.) On Madbury Rd. 2miles•from Post 
Office. Call Kevin or_Francoise at 7 42,-7135. 
FEATURE THIS . LISTEN UP . YOU 
NEED??? Tables, chairs, desk lamps, end 
tables, kitchen stuff, 10-er 3 spd bike, under-
counter frig . hip threads? We've got em'-
also-a load ·of very chE!ap never worn 
vintage clothing! Also, used LP's ov-ercoats, 
junk. bad art. 69 Hunking St., P-town 9/2p-
21, 9-3. Follow signs from Prescott Park. 
Rain dates 9 / 27 , 28. 
LOST: A pair of prescription glasses in a 
dark brown case. Lost on 9/ 16 / 86 between 
Barnes & Noble and the field house. 
Contact Mark at 862-4145. 
JLK: Don't I always keep a promise? If I 
had a middle name it would be 'trustworthy'. 
Hope everything ends up OK. No one can 
say you have no imagination. MBL 
Hey Betty! If you try really ' hard. you won't 
graduate this semest_er. You can stay here 
forever and get so mature no· one wili 
believe .it. Maybe I'll join you. MBL. 
aren't there! You guys are great! I miss .you 
already! Have fun and Bean, stay healthy! 
'I'll write f.rom lrelar:id but I wanY some 
answers! See Ya! Luv Dawn. 
Kimmie-Psyched for -a new seme.ster. 
Telephones, Mattresses, Raccoons, Gold~ 
fish, Bluestuff, Aerobics, Pain, Can.dies, 
Spring Break, :New York City, Washington 
D .C .. , Sailing. Monkeyfisting, Pizza, Cape 
Cod, Microwave Popcorn! And let's not 
target-Tony, Jill, and Sue. or me N02 who 
-let them do this .. ... (against my wil-
I) .... HELP ... 
Attention UNH men. There is a girl dying 
for a call. Holly in room 216 Alexander. 
DEAL TH EA TS A CRACKER jam session 
Sat. Sept.27 -~ee Bob at Game Center Hall 
or Frank at Smith. 
Sonia-I think you 're lncrediblelll 
The word's getting around .. . PHI KAPPA 
THETA - OPEN RUSH MONDAY SEP-
TEMBER 22nd 8-10 p.m. at Alpha Chi 
Omege Sorority. 
JIMBO AMERICO-The big day is here! 
Happy 19th birthday! The choice is this: 
19 spankings or. 19 beers. Get psyched 
for you B-day bashl Love, B,G, & T. 
PHI KAPPA THETA OPEN RUSH-Monday 
Sef:)t. 22 8-1 O p.m. at Alpha Chi Omega 
.Sorority, 19 Madbury Road. 
Greg, thanks for the dance I If you on I/ knew 
how much it meant to me. You made my 
dream come true. Trish. · 
_To our pal the Power Lord: Listen , Carrie 
I wanted to k_now if we could requisition 
for a coffee grinder to go in our yuppie 
office .... you know, it would go with our 
answering machine and our new adding 
machine. What do you say? How about 
a hot tub in the corner next to our file 
cabinet? ..... . 
Maybe you would like to sing with the NH 
Notables!?. Then come to the info meeting 
SeP,t. 21 7:30 J!l.m. PCAC 
;,N THE MUB! AND 'iT•s IN SALE! Pick up • 
. a roll or two. 25% off ~II Fotomat film. The 
Picture Place, loc:::ated in the MUB next to 
Cat's Closet, open M-F 10-4. :Starting Sept. 
-~2. open 1 ~.0 5 Mon-Sat.. 
.::........C'---'--------------, \ 
Don't miss ~ut!!!'EfylQ PHILLIPS: Wdrls 
renound c-omic am:t comedian rolled into 
·one!! Tommorrow night in the MUB!! 7:30 
and 1 0:00, free admission with purchase. 
of ticket in advance or at door. Don't miss 
it!! 
'HE'S SLICK, HE'S SLY, HE'S SLAW!! HE'S 
comedian EMOPHILLIPS, in the Granite 
State Room Tomorr.ow nightat 7:30 anmd 
1.0:00 p.11). Tickets avaiJable ,now at MUB 
Ticket Office, ~II ticketron locations, at 
the d~br. 
The freaks come out tonight! The ROCKY 
HOROR PICTURE SHOW in the MUB. At 
6, 8 and 12 (midnight) . Tickets available 
now for midnight show. 
. ROCKY HORROR ROCKY HORROR 
ROCKY HORRoif ' ROCKY HORROR 
ROCKY HORROR ROCKY HO.RROR 
ROCKY HORROR Tonight, 6:00, 8:00; 12 
midnight (tickets must be purchased in 
advance for midnight show) 
EMO, are we still on for tomorrow night? 
r'f1 bring some cole slae, this could be funny. 
TonyV 
How's everybody doing in the MiniDorms? _ 
Feeling just a little stress~d? Help's on 
the way just when you're really going to 
need it. Mark down Monday Oetober 13 
as,the qay you finally get to RELAX! Sounds 
good, huh? Well, I won't let you fornet! More 
on this n·ext-week. Smilel Lyena 
Baby love, September 29 - keep the faith! 
Love, Scooter 
THE -STOMPERsIIII Are returnin-g once 
more to the Mub Pub next Saturday (Sept. 
27) Tickets on sale now!I (p.s. they're almost' 
sold out, hurry). 
ALPHA XI DEL TA SISTERS-Welcome 
back! Get psychBd for a great fall semester. 
-Get ready for homecoming-let's make it 
the best yet!! ' 
To the guy in H 1 who I Used to see in Devine 
study lou_!1_ge last year. Hope to see you 
in the new apartments study lounge. 
HEY DUDE!. Surf's up, don't worry!! Well • -
it will be all done soon. No more "Kaptain 
Krunch with 2 k's" or "Why aren't you tan. " 
Well l 'rri glad we are together surf's up, 
love ya ' 
To the K.S: brothe[ who dropped his· pants 
outside Huddleston on Saturday night: You 
were definitely a hit on our floor-and I'd 
like to meet with you again . Call or drop 
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· SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Tired of boring always in the MUB how come I never see 
open rush? Come to outdoors rush with You? Did I mention Im sending a reporter 
volleyball tonight g; 19 5-7 p.m: Refresh- to interview you ... the only person who spent 
ments s_ervE:d, . a summer in Miami-and came back looking · 
like a tuberc.ular Gase. Only kidding.Love, 
SAE OPEN RUSH-Friday 3:00 sharp, 28 MB. 
Madbury Rd. Voleyball to1Jtnament and · -
barbeque until -6:00 p.m .. Refreshments · To ~ig Ep: So.rry I was not with you guys 
served. Open house all afternoon . Meet laSt night, bufl am sure you did a good j9b. 
t~e brothers and little sisters·of Sigma-Alpha We need a certain number, but remember 
Epsilon · w~ need quality first. Also, who is afraid 
of whom? PK 
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Visit the hottest 
house on campus. MAKE IT HAPPEN. Do you get too much sleep? Are you bored? 
OPEN RUSH Tonight 9/19 5-7 p.m. Out- Are you ·do.ing too well in school? Then 
- ~ doors with volleyball. Refreshments served.. st0P by The New Hampshire. Remember 
our motro-·,:1 am just a journalist who 
TH It S10MPERS!!!! Are returning ·once occasionaliy attends clas·ses." 
~ ;7~~;i~~;~seo~~=l:~~;~~t_;~~~~~~\\!e::t Denise- How are your legs? In pain, I am. 
. sold out, hurry). i.See you and Jeff soon. Love N02 
~ ======~-:-========-
Hey Ugly! Is this the 1st personal you've Dear Chris and Pete (hqckey·team), You 
ever gotten? I hope so! Here's t0 many more two guys drive me wild!· I see you two in · 
firsts together! Thanks for being wonderful Huddleston all the time. What a decision 
(not to mention disgu.stingly cute!) Love I would have chosing' which ·one I prefer. 
ya!-Sweetpea (who's idea was that?) Cari I have both? S&M 
2C Christensen .. .were you good Thursday SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Visit the hottest 
night??? Have a good wMkend!!! Love, house on campus . MAKE IT HAPP_EN . 
the only woman. OPEN RUSH Tonight 9/19 5-7 p.m. Out-
doors with volleyball. Refreshments served. 
OK Dave, so you want a personal. Why 
don't you hint just a little more? And by 
the way, could you please spend a little 
more time around the office? Thanks. Your 
news editors ... PK 
PK .. your turn for abuse. Your hideous taste 
in music_ has got to go. Run DMC can go 
run on the stre.ets of Manhattan. And your 
-- laugh? It's got to.go'!! -The·. News. _ 
Brian B. (the good child), 
Je pense que je -t'aime. 
-A good friend. 
Ellen N. You ought to start reading the 
personals · now that your favorite ex-
roomate has access to the mysterious inner 
sanctum of the stl:ldent press. If you're 
Hey Earthpigs in 306-Y_ou gonna be eating 
any worm~ this weekend? Let us know, 
· maybe We'll join you!! Hogs and kisses: 
the ground gerbils -
THE STOMPERS!!!! Are returning once 
more to the Mub Pub next Saturday (Sept. 
27) Tickets on sale now!! (p.s. they're almost 
sold out, hurry). 
I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! Notetaking, reading, 
'l{.fitingJ tin:ie management workshops. ALL 
FREE. ALL NEXT WEEK. Call T ASk ·at 862-
3_698 
Kar.en Novak : My long , lost freshman . 
roommate!!! Do you still exist? Are you even 
oo the' UNH campus·? How come I never 
see you? Will I ever see you? Will you eve'r 
see me? Before May graduation? Stop by 
and see me in X-sen 2nd floor. -Craig's' . 
ex-girlfriend. 
There are Brotherhoods .. .. .Then th\3r'S Phi 
Kappa' Theta Open Rush Sept. 22 at Alphi 
Chi Omega Sorority. 8-10 p.m. · 
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Tired of boring Ava-
open rush? Come to .outdoors·rush with R--topolis ... Acropolis ... are you Greek? We 
volleyball tonight 9 / 19 5-7 p.m. Refresh - need a girl's night out to talk about the men 
R d II Th' d H 19th ments served situation at UNH. Remember our crazy 
Karen on an a ,r · appy on ----- ·-------- -- times?. Driving all the way to Waterville 
the 18th-and many more. Love, Dad, Carol, Gordy-( I ·know how much you love that 
d D. Valley, for what? Remember what we an rana name!) I miss being your roomie, but I'm 
scribbled on the Williamso_n fire sign? Fun 
FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELORS: 1he glad we're still neighbors' Good luck in times with Phil and Donnie at Bowdoin? 
mandatory meeting to elect Co's and EE, don't b_e a stranger! Love ya, KT . Let's make our senior year the best! Love 
discuss banquet is set for Sum:lay, Sept. HEIDLES-How about some E.L Fudge on ya, Marla. 
28 at 9.pm. Please let us (execs) know if Saturday night to help us celebrate your 
you can't make it! 21st birthday? Then we can _head down-
SIGM'Al-JU FRATERNITY-Invites all men town on our quest for "full capacity" Hi Honey Bunny! You are still my favorite 
to OPEN.sRUSH tonight Friday 9/19 5-7 3vening. Get psyched! WE LOVE YOU!!! - boy. Don't you forget it. 
p.m. Outdoors with volleyball. Refresh- Always, your favorite, Cocoa and Lily. 
ments served. -SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-"lt's not who you Trish-Where are you? You met my buddy 
Thank you MUSO for bringing Emo Philips are or where you're from, it's what you want Christie Glasby at SDSU last fall. Give me 
to t .. h~ MUS this 'weekend. You have to be." OPEN RUSH tonight 9/19 5-7 p.m. a call, we'll have to do lunch! 749-9367 
reaffirmed my faith. in y<;>ur taste in comedy. SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-"It's not who you - _K_a_re_n ___________ _ 
doughboy . . are or where you're from, it's what you want 
Jane·buddy-Are we psyched for a d)inking to be." OPEN RUSH tonight 9/19 5-7 p.m. 
weekend? Yes we are!! We also have to . Phi Kapp Theta open pizza rush Monday 
work ori ·our experiment. See ya soon. LOVE Sept. 22 at Alpha Chi Omega Sorority 8-
N02 10~m. 
Hello Dave Perlman. I have· been trying 
to find you. Please,get in touch with me 
at the MUB. The Forum editor. 
Sash.it's been a long time since the movies. 
To my most wonderful .roomie,Jou're the 
best in the whole wide world. Looking, 
forward to homework this weekend1! Le_t's 
·get all A's. By the way, it's, ok. to wear my 
Bean sweater any time you want I love 
ya' 
Kevin at Acacia: I've got my eye on you. 
Can you tell? Hope something sparks from 
all the stares. Oh yeah, thanks for the visits. 
Hope to see you after the gc;1me. Do you 
think we 'll win? You 're Huddleston honey. 
Hi Mr. Zecha. How about a little football? 
------- -----.,----
Hey Stoke Sixies, I know you guys have 
too much fun over there. Maybe you should 
try the quiet life over here. Sam: I'm sure 
you're up to no good. Beth: You should see · 
AA. Di: Try docking your boat??? Tanya: 
Spend a night in Durham. As focyeu. Kris 
in Fairchild , drop by once this year!!! 
Another thing Diane; keep your eyes off 
of old romances! Hopper is hopeless. What 
do you think about the Kappa Sig brother? 
Remember? la. 
Hey Stoke 7th, you wild and crazy people. 
Too bad I can't be around this weekend . 
No aquatic parties while I'm gone' Dan , 
ragg-on. ragg-off. Stuna. 
Hansberg, " I'm scared. I still miss papa's 
jolly laugh." Please come up with a better 
bedtime story than this. Gretel. 
Katey, I want to nut in your hair. But you 're 
friggin ' miles away. The big guy mlsses 
you. 
Qear Skinhe?d- I love you very much. We 
• have to start waking up for classes and 
getting study conscience. Take care. Love 
N02 ·. . ' 
Bird (TM)-Here's to a successful sopho-
more yeqr! You'll always be my best friend! 
I love ya! KT 
Lar and Cole, 
How's the new abode? The dishes? The 
MTV? Do you need payment on the 
phonebill? Let me know. I need my security 
deposit... badly . Don't you just love the 
personals? .Have a peachy day. Love, 
Mother Gumboat. 
SAE OPEN RUSH-Frielay _3:00 sharp, 28 
Madbury Rd. Voleyball t'ournament and 
barbeque until 6:00 p.m. Refreshments 
served. Open ho-use all afternoon. Meet 
the brothers and little sisters of Sigma Alpha· 
Epsilon - 0•• , 
To Lisa M. rm 315: I can and want to make 
it the best semester yet! Please be mine. 
THE STOMPERS!!!I Ar fJ returning once 
more to the Mub Pub next Saturday (Sept. 
27) Tickets on sale now!! (p.s. they're almost 
sOld out, hurry). ' 
Sendthe 
award-Winning 
New. Hampshire, / 
to 
They criHd when they dropped you 
they can still keep in touc.h· with a 
The New Hampshire 
off at -UNH, ·but 
s u bscri ptio n 
• scores & pictures of. _games 
/ 
~ cam.pus news 
/•arts & features · 
·• current issues at UNH 
• classifieds 
Only $24.00 fc;>r a year's 
·-· subscription 
Stop by Room 1 08, MU B 
to 
•••••••l••••••1•i••••••••~••••~••••••~••••••••••••••••••~•••e••••••••••••••~•••~••••••••••••••~ 
• Man ~ubscnprion to: . . · _ · . . - : · . . - ,. : . • . ~ . ~ . -------------------------------·-----------~--- . • e 
• G 
: . Checks payaole to: The New Hampshire : . ' 
··············~···~····~············~······~········~·~·····················~-···~···········~-~ '---
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'-'Origin:ally-, most people 
came tO- rushes just to party. 
Now, with the dry system, -
people can find out more about 
what the fraternity is," said Egan. 
(continued from page 1) 
openings ih various fraternities 
on cafopus· .. The number of 
people offered bids depends 
solely on how matly people go 
to the rush functions that the 
fraternity feels would be · an 
asset. There have been as many 
as 26 and as few as-8 offered bids 
in-one fraternity. · 
The Greek system is one 
which benefits not_ 0t:ly ~~e 
uiti~e~~ity'.as a: whole, but the 
fndividual as well. Egan des-
cribed it as "a chance for a group 
of guys to come together and 
form bonds which can last a 
lifetime." · 
Dates and times for future 
rush events will be posted in· 
various plac~s tl)roughout cam-
pus. · 
, The fraternal system is de..: 
signed to match the individual 
with the 9rganizati_on which is 
best suited for him. As ,a result, 
those who wish to become a 
member of a fraternity must 
attend a number of events so 
that their _compatibility _may be · 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 31VS 
de;;t_ei:mined. After the opeq rush ~ · · · ~ 
events, fraternities deE-ide who ~ ~ 
to invite back to their closed w rushes. , ~ -' . 
Closed -events may only be ~ 25% off all Fotomat . film while· ~-
attended by those ~horn the ~ I' I t t ~ fraternity invites back. There ~ ~Upp 18S · as a : . ~ 
are a number of closed rush ~ ~ 
gatherings, during which the ~ ~ 
list' of potential members is · CJ') 
systematically narrowed. ~ 
Egan said, "If someone is m 
interest~d in getting a bid from ~ 
a fraternity, iris to their ad van- ~ 
tage to attend all the closed rush ~ 
events." · ~ 
On the last closed rush night, 




' people whom they deem most m 
suited to their particula.r organ- ~ located in the MUB next to Cat's Closet ~ 
ization. If someone accepts his ~ ~ 
bid, he is considered a pledge. ~ 
.· Time of pledging lasts from five. r-
to e1ght weeks. During this time, m 
pledges must spend time at the ~ 
fraternity's .house and get to . m 
know the brothers. This is also ~ 
the time during which the ~ 
mysterious "initiation" occurs. ~ 
After the time of pledging is r-m over, a p-ledg~ must attend a 
(/'))> special ceremony which brings , 
Open M-F 10-4 
STARTING SEPT. 22 
New Hours: 11-5 Mon-Sat 
them to the status of a brother. m 
Due to the fact that most !.!! ~ ~ < fraternities do not have a quota , ~ _ . . Cl) 






FRIDAY, SEPT. 19th 
. ~•pater Operator/Receptionist 
· Position is a-blend: ~f receptionist and c~I.Ii_pU:ter rqom duties,,. 
Computer room duties taught on job. Typing and interpe~sonal 
skills required. $4.25/hr, flexible hou.rs. Work study and 
hourly. Call 862-2020. 
ick's 
. {;OOD 'POOD c';AND CJJRINK8 . 
FALL ·STEAK 
SPECIAL! 
·A TENDER 10 oz~ CHOICE 
NY SIRLION WITH CHO-
ICE OF POT A TO_, A HQ . LJSE · 
SALAD_, AND HOT_, BUT-
TERED DINNER. ROLLS 
DINING ROOM HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 11 :30 AM-2:00 PM 5:00 PM-8:00 PM 
Sat. 5:00 PM-8:00 PM 
-We are also available for Banquets and 
Priv(lte Functions 
PARADISE LOUNGE 
. Thurs.-Sat. 10:00 PM-1:00 AM with dancing 
LOUNGE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 11:30 AM-1:00 AM 
Sat. ;:00 PM-1:00 AM 
SCORPIO'S II TA VERN 
Thurs.-Sat. 10:00 PM-1:00 AM 




5 to 7 p.m. 
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-~-........-------OLDS-MOBILE----------
(continued from page 27) 
skill$ · and is capable of breaking 
arty play open. Olds caught a 34 
yard pass to set up the tying fielq 
goal against Delaware, a play 
he almost broke for a touchdown ~ 
after eluding a few tackles. But 
he was caught by the ankle. 
to Bowes. Jean was_: only 18 for · a:lm~st, shall ·we say, 1·e~otion..: 
43 in passing against Delaware. ally overcome," in the locker . · 
room after the victory according 
• • • to players. 
••• 
As far · as the quarterbacking 
situation goes, B.owes will stick 
with Bobby Jean because he 
seems to make the plays when 
it coµnts most. And he gets the 
ball in the ~nd zone, according 
- Bowes has come down from 
his weekend high of upsetting 
heavily favored Delaware 28-
21 in overtime, a game he ranks 
i'n (he top four that he has 
coached: especially since Del-
aware was picked,to be the bully 
of the Y✓ankee Conference. 
A staunch figure under nor-
mal circumstances, Bowes· was 
••• 
Eric Facey' s heroic kick)'which 
wasAl yards into a stiff wi_nd 
with only six seconds left on the 
clock, merits as a 50 yards plus 
field goal under normal circum-
stances, according to Bowes. But 
Facey is capable of kicking 50 
yarders fairly consistently, said 
Bowes. , r--HOCKEY~ ~SOCCER~ -
(c~)fltinued from page 28) (continued from page 28) 
FIELD HOCKEY SCHEDULE· 
score remained 5-3 ·as the final pose an offensive threat and our 
whistle· blew. · · team is _more skilled than last 























PENN STATE · 
Dartmouth 
UCal-Berkeley at NU 






Old Dominion at Temple 
.-~· Springfield · 
BOSTON COLLEGE 
NORTHEASTERN 
NCAA First Round 
NCAA Finals . 
HEAD COACH: Marisa Didio 
9/27· Bill Staines 
.10/04 ·Poncho 
10/11 Tracy Moore 
10/18 Eric Sinclair 
10/25. Steve. Braccioti 
11/01 Indian Summer-
11/1? Bath House Strings . 
















ious, was not satisfied with the Anderson added that her 
play-especially in the second · midfield, led by ·consistent se-
half. The lack of concentration nior co-captain Kim Shaw, is 
. on defense allowed Vermont to the team's istrongest position. 
score 3 goals that could have Defensively, the cfob is breaking 
been prevented. The , game, in three new starters. 
however, was a great learning · · . With a freshman laden club, 
·. experiel)ce and can only help Anderson can only be ecstatic 
the team in future matches. about the future. "A large part·. 
. "It was an opportunity to play . of our team won't peak for two 
on grass which we've haven't years," she noted. However, she 
~ had yet this season. We t<;>0k isn't overlooking the talent of 
advantage of this · and scored this years club. 
three goals from the field of 
pl-ay ," said assistant coach "My goal is to maintain fast 
·sharten Granese. season's record," she mentioned, 
Future home matches include looking back on her '85 club that 
·number one ranked Connecticut advanced to ECAC post-season 
· this Saturday, the twentieth, and play. Wednesday's victory was 
powerhouse- Penn State the certainly a · step ih the rig'ht 
· following 'Saturday, the twenty- direction. -
seventh. Both games are slated 
for noon at Memorial Field. The 
games promise· to-: be exciting 
and intepse as UNH vies for 
their fourth victory in their first 
home game of the 1986 Season. 
_ The women's soccer squad 
kick into act'ion again this . 
afternoon at 3:00 p.m. against 
Boston l! niversity, light here 
at UNH . . 
-1, 
-
' Like music? The Niche Coffeehouse is currently looking 
for additional staff members. If you would like to work 
with us, please attend our introductory meeting on 
Thursday, Sept.!25, _at 6 PM, room 7L Devin,e Hall. 
i 
. I 
8-,11 :00 $.aturdays, Rq,ornJL in Devine Hall 
",l? 
'i .-~ -·o/~. -~- : ... ;!.. t ; ~ ' £ .' >.., ,, · : ~ • · ,,._ .. -· • . _ -~ _ -, • ., _. •· ,,l J.. ,• '1 .~ ,f _1 ~ ' /!'.,) .J p ,..) ,r. 'f ~~ 
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UMass soccer men 
. ·- . 
blank Wildcats, 2-0 
By Dave Pettigrew 
The UNH mens soccer team 
met a tough UMass squad wed-
'nesday and couldn't face up to 
the challenge. 
UNH slipped behind early 
and found itself down 3-0 at the 
, half. Bill Kousnawidis_of UMass 
struck first at the 15:04 mark. 
Amherst's Kurt Manal then 
took a pass from Andrew Bing 
at the 24:53·mark to put UMass 
· 'up 2-0. Three more UMass goals 
- would be tallied before the 
games ended leaving UNH 
embarassingly blanked 5-0 
UMass goalie Tom Phillips was. 
tested only five times. 
Missing frorri the game fo-r 
UNH was forward Jeff Bergh-
oltz who had ·to watch from the. 
bench after being ejected in the 
BC game. 
On a br1ght note, Seth Wor-
cester and Jack Sebastian, who-
were both nursing injuries, were 
back in action. 
The men's ~occer squad was squashed 5-0 by UMass Wednesday aftern,oon. Freshman Scott 
,.B.rennan gives chace in previous actioµ. (Ronit Larone photo) 
UNH. goalie Dave Barlow had 
four saves in the game, while 
UNH travels to Providence 
this Saturday as their tough 
schedule continues. They will 
be home on September 30 to. 
face Plymouth State at 3:00. 
UNH slips to 0~2 on the season 
while UMass goes up to 2-,3. 
Net-men bag friars 
By Rich -Finnegan Shawn Herlihy moved up to 
The UNH men's tennis team first singles only to absorb a 
op~ned their 1986 season with tough 6-2, 6-4 loss, while Pa-
a split on the road. The Cats , lumbo dropped his second sin-
h p gles match by the·same score. pulled out a tig t one at rov- .r Seibert kept his singles record 
idence 5-4 on Monday, but fell - perfect with a 6-1, 6-1 t_hrashing 
to UMass at Amherst by the 
same score Wednesday. · in third singles; while freshmen 
A clean sweep of_ the doubles . Nevils and Tom Jackman earned 
their first victories in singles matches paced the / men to 
victory over: the Friars. Seniors play. 
· Dave Palumbo and Christian - Herlihy and Nevils also 
· Sebiert, who compiled a 7-2 proved tough in second doubles, 
mark in-doubles last year, won winning 6-2, 6-4 to up their 
h . f" h 6 2 6 2 . ~ doubles record to 2-0. t elf lfSt cm-atc - ' - . T Th C h . . . . . d Sh H rh d M k e ats ave a young squa 
_awn efr i hy an akr with seven of the twelve spots 
Nevils, both res men, too a b • h Id b f h Th 
6-4, 7-6 vi_.ctory in second dou- erng e Y re~ men. ey 
bles. The third team, comprised feature two returning le~termen. 







r . au a c i e was a - ·s _iebert compiled an equally 
, - winner. • · · 6 1 k Th · 
Th W _.ld ~ 1 h d impressive - mar . ese_ two . e i ca.,s a so a . .11 1 f d bl winners in second and third wi t~am _to p ay -lfSt OU es. 
· I H 1·h dom·n, ted i'n Ratcliffe is back on the squad sing es. er i y i a f • · 1 
his match 6-0 6-1 while Seibert ' ·a ter misSmg aSt year. -
' ·h · h If the performance of Coach won a tough matc7; wit a strong B b B , f h · comeback after dropping the .0 erry s res men ts con-
f. · 6-- 7 6. 2 6 1· ststent, the Cats should be tough _ irst set - - - · d H l'h N ·1 
Th · ' t' UNH d to to beat. Alrea y, er 1 y, ev1 s 
A h
e wtin s~tnh 1 0 own d and Jackmin have produced big m ers wi a - recor . . -
H h d f d - wms. owever, t e un e eate UNH ·nb ti M · th 
UM ass team proved to tough . - wt at e. ame on e · 
h f' t · . I - J road today and will return for 
d
as tbel y wontht~s srngt es a5n4 their home opener September 
ou es on eir way o a - 23 . UVM · t - against - . vic ory. 
Terriers ilre no dog 
WILDCAT NOTES 
By Paul Tolme 
Football head coach Bill -
"Like us, they'll throw the.ball 
' a lot,"-said Bowes, .. but they 
have the ability to run well also." 
••• 
Bowes is not taking the 0-2 BU Yankee Conference defensive 
Terrie.rs lightly,- despite last player-of-the-week safety Eric 
week's shutout by Wake Forest. Thompson will try to hold the 
BU had 20 point favorite Wake -Terrier passing game at bay. 
Forest within seven points late - Thompson had 11 tackles, four 
into the third quarter, but had pass deflections and two inter-
a punt returned for a TD, and ceptions - one with a 47 yard 
another punt run back to set up return pinned to the end of it 
a Wake-Forest score. to set up a touchdown. 
And the Terriers made many Wildcat receiver Curtis Olds 
mistakes in the game, dropping _ deservedly received an :honor-
12 passes. Seven dropped passes , able mention for the week. Olds 
. in UNH's loss to Richmond was . is averaging 15~4yards per catch, 
all it took to stymie our offense. second among conference lead-
"It' s going to be a nail-biter/' · ers, and has one touchdown. 
said Bowes, recounting previous Olds showed why he has turned 
tough contests. into "one of the most feared . 
Bowes expects BU to throw receivers in the Yankee Con-
the ball 40__. plus times this · ference," in the words of Bowes. 
saturday, but won't be camping _ Olds compliments· his good 
on the pass. BU has an outstand- - , hands with exceptional running 
. ing tailback in Randy Pettus, skills. He has running back like 
· and Pettus did not play against · 
Wake Forest. OLDS-MOBILE. oa2e 26 
Christia~ Siebert won his match 6-2, 6-2, o~ wednesday-.(Curt Grace photo) 
Tennis · women· fall to Cross 
. By Paul Tolme 
_ Talk about playing on the . 
road. Women's tennis coach 
R~ss' McCurdy thinks playing 
conditions had much to do with 
his squad's_ 5-3 loss to Holy 
Cross in Worcester on a windy 
and cold Tuesday. : 
And it was not just the weath-
er, but the road, Interstate 90 
· specifically, which gave Holy 
Cross ·an undue advantage. _ 
lnters_tate traffic ru.ns directly 
behind the hillside courts, and 
as for its ,effect on Wildcat play, 
Holy Cross might as well have 
painted lines and strung nets 
across the highway. 
"It's disarming wh_en you've 
never played under those cir-
cumstances," said McCurdy. 
Even though UNH's courts 
aren't exactly country club, "we 
are somewhat shielded from 
urban clamor and racket," said 
McCurdy. He also noted that it 
is extremely tough to play when 
you can't hear the ball hit the_ 
strings. _ 
As far as match play went,_ 
always reliable Ami Walsh came 
throug~ with a 6-1, 6-1 breeze 
_ at number one singles - one of 
only two UNH singles victories. 
court <:oii'fusion in doubles play, 
and Walsh and Jen Radden were 
· shoed into the number one spot, . · 
sliding- Del? Rothstein and 
Kathy Greland to_ number two. 
McCurdy was displeased with 
the Friar coach for only using _ 
. his top seven players, and not 
contacting him with these in-
tentions. -Common practice is 
Walsh, the only senior on this 
.squad ·predominated by fresh-
men and sophomores, has 
played far and above .all of her 
competition this year, according 
to teammates. But Walsh should 
have her hands full when UNH · 
takes on Dartmouth in a few 
weeks, noted McCurdy. . to call the opposing c-0ach when 
only using the top players. UNH -
bussed 12 players to Holy Cross 
with the idea of playing-them 
In the Wildcat's other singles 
victory, Stacey Murgo at number -
four defeated Friar Brenda 
Flanagan 6-4, 6-3 in a splendid 
effort. 
At fifth and, sixth singles 
UNH had opportunities to win, 
as both matches went to disap-
pointing 6-4 third set losses. 
Matches that UNH might win 
at the end of this season, and 
· most likely will win in coming 
·seasons.-
McCurdy doesn't like to over- -
play the fact that he has a you~g 
squad, but says that with expe-
rience his girls will gain con-
sistency and confidence, and 
won't be as unnerved by things 
like Worcester traffic. 
There was also a little off-
all, but subsequently all would 
not see action. -
Thus Walsh and,Radden took 
· the top spot and defeated Holy 
Cross' tandem 6-2, 7-6. But 
McCurdy had some unpleasant 
things· to say about Holy Cross 
· tactics. "That coach mus·t be 
crazy," he said, amazed at the 
stunt. 
The Wildcats meet Maine on 
-comfortable home ground this 
Friday at 3:00 p.m., and should 
. have a gooa afternoon. UNH 
has dominated the Black Bears 
the last few years and McCurdy 
sees no reason why that success 
. shouldn't continue. 
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Sports 
Field hockey team slugs Catamounts 
Uy Kathy Daly . ' 
Heading North, for their 
third game of the season, the 
UNH field hockey_ team traveled 
to tJVM to face the Catamounts. 
UNH just completed its first 
week of competition by defeat-
1ng number three ranked 
Northwestern and number two 
ranked North Carolina. With 
, , a .· c,aJm, quiet confidence, ,the 
team boarded the bus heading 
for the Green Mountains to 
· secure another victory in their 
win column. 
The cool, crisp air proved to 
b.e good field hockey weather . 
as the Wildcats beat the Cara..: 
mounts, 5-3. Karen Geromini, 
being the faithful goal scorer 
that she is, scored the first goal 
of the game off ~ corner hit 
within the first two minutes- of · 
play. This goal set the pace for 
the next ten minute,s of play 
which resulted in another .UNH 
goal. ' . . 
Junior Lrn:-i Mercier, scoring 
her first goal of the season, gave 
the Wildcat.s a two to n<;>thing 
advantage as Vermont only'. _It is three wins i~a rpw for the field hockey_squad_ ~fter a 5-3 thrashing of the UVM Catamounts.(Ronit Larone photo) · 
managed to cross the fifty yan;l 
line once. The next time across 
1
goal keepet, Michelle Flannel 
the fifty, however, UVM got the i to make the score 2-1. ,, 
ball into the circle by a crqssihg A t t h i s po i n t , m i d w a y . 
: pa,~s:.. which slipped by the_UNH_ . t_li.rouglit .the ff~st half, UNH. 
qecided ~hat yes, they do respect · · Wildcats got together and began in Vermont's defensive circle 
their opponents. But, they did working their passing com bi- . and by husdtng, out m'.anelilvered · 
not show r,espect by letting them nations up the field-the UNH the scrambling Verm~mt de~ 
ut the ball in their net. The way. Strong midfield and offen- fense to get th~ shot off and put 
sive play backed by solid defense . it over tl}e goal line and,i-nto tlre, . 
lea.cd to three more New Hamp- . cage: The, fits1/lialftehd.ed.'with: 
shire goals.' . . ' . continued ~frong·'rriidfield play 
The third goal was scored by, which allowed the Wildcats to 
another senior, Martha Lozeau. dominate the fi~ld as_the.defense · 
To score her first UNH career w~_rked hard to keep the UVM 
goal, Lozeau overlapped from attack from becoming a threat. 
the midfield to .receive a free To ga~n valuable_game expe-
hit just outside the top of the rience, Didio opened the seconq 
circle 'and drove the ball past half witlr four· new·.faces-\n, the 
the UVM goal keeper and into UNH line-up. Th·e-defens~ wa~ ... 
the cage. ' pressured· a bit more by: the 
The UVM goalie, press1ured hustling Vermont Mfense but . 
by Mercier, fell on a lo_ose ball plays . were brnken, up_ 'just: 
to prevent a goal causing a foul enough to clear the loose palls · 
because the ball became Un-' and instiU momentum backinto 
playable. New Hampshire was · the UNH ~ttacki Concentration, 
awarded a penalty stroke. Sandi', however, was not as strong and 
Costigan was selected by coach ' Vermont car,ne away with two 
Mar_isa Didio to take the stroke. unanswered goals to make the 
Costigan, an experienced player score 5-3. 
on the Under 23 National Team, The game was not yet over 
sco.red on th~ stroke, making and UNH worked to gain ·back, 
· the score 4-1 for UNB. the poise and intensity it ha,d 
The fifth goal for New Hamp- in~the first traH. The Wildcat 
s_hire· was scored by Pauline play did improve as players got 
. Collins; another'senior who also _,; settled in new positions, but the 
scored' her first goal of the · · · · 
season. Collins received the ball HOCKEY, page 26 
Spccer· wOmeii pluCk HaWks 
. By Paul Sweeney 
· The UNH women's soccer 
team opened the '86 season in 
_ fine fashion with a 2-:0 wash out 
of St. ·Anslem's College on 
Wednesday at St. Anselm's. 
Head coach Marjorie Ander-
son's Wildcats scored a goal in 
each half while sopJJ.omoie · 
netminder Janene Tilden shut 
down the Hawk offense with 
. seven saves. 
· · The '86 Cats, returning on~y 
four starters from last years 9-
6 squad, got on the board nine 
minutes into the M.me. Fresh-
. man Maura Nau.ghton took a 
_feed from sophomore Ja.ckJe 
Neff and drilled it past the St. 
Anslem's keeper. The goal 
turned out to be all that UNH 
would need on this afternoon. 
To ~ake things safe, senior 
Sarah Stokes netted an insu-
rance goal at 20·:27 of the second 
half. Assisting on the_ g(?al was 
senior co-captain Cindy Pierce, 
and hot-shot freshman Ellen. 
Weinberg. 
. Defensively, the Wildcats 
worked well together and used 
the help of Tilden 1 to their 
advantage. Sophomore fullback 
. Nell Gharibian played an espe-
cially impressive 90 minutes for 
the Wildcats. 
On the offensive side of the 
ball, the Cats moved and shot 
well, unleashing 18 shots on the 
St. Ansleins goal. Stokes, 1985's 
second leading scorer with seven 
goals, played a go9d all-around 
game as did Naughton. 
· Entering only their second 
season of varsity play, this year's 
club contains 11 freshman play-
· ers. 
"It's a new team all over.'' 
stated coach Anderson, compar-
ing this club to her '85 team. 
"We ha:ve more players that 
. . . . . ''\' ' 
SOCCER, page 26 The women's soccer squad washed out Saint ,A.nselm's 2-0 · 
,Wednesday.(Curt Grace photo) ,.. 
